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Abstract

Success in the growing systems integration (SI) market is based on how
vendors and users structure their SI relationships. Maturing user sophisti-

cation and vendor experiences are promoting stricter contract terms, open

communication channels and strong reliance on program management
tools and procedures.

This study, one of a series on U. S. systems integration, was prepared as

part of input's U. S. Systems Integration Program. Methodsfor
Successful Systems Integration documents the approaches to SI program

management that users and vendors have found successful joindy and

independently. The importance of program manager personnel in both

organizations is also stressed.

Critical processes such as change management, problem tracking and risk

management are approached from the vendor and user perspectives.

Conclusions and recommendations are offered to both SI vendors and SI

buyers on how to reach their common goal: a successful finished

solution.

This report contains 124 pages and 51 exhibits.
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Introduction

How systems integration (SI) vendors and users structure their program

management approaches to an SI engagement is key to a successful

relationship and an acceptable solution. Both parties should work together

to achieve SI program goals.

Existing SI vendors and new entrants into the market need program

management guidance on how to succeed in this growth market. Maturing

user sophistication in SI is prompting vendors to reevaluate and strengthen

their approach to SI relationships.

The growing systems integration market offers many opportunities for

vendors in the information systems and services market. Traditionally, SI

contracts have been large in scope. Now, user demands for open systems

are creating additional opportunities for vendors, some on a smaller scale.

The escalating downsizing trend under way in the market also increases

opportunities for vendors.

These trends are influencing the dynamics of the roles vendors and

customers play during an SI contract. The roles are not static; they are

evolving as vendors and customers leam from their experiences.

INPUT expects these trends to continue. Program management techniques

will continue to be the cornerstone of successful working SI relationships

for both vendor and customer organizations.

A
;

Purpose and Scope

Methodsfor Successful Systems Integration was researched and written to

document the management processes adopted by vendors and customers in

systems integration contracts. Insight into how both parties structure a

relationship that is conducive to responding to change and effective at

problem solving is stressed.

SISPM © 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. I-l
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The vendor perspective is presented from the point of view of experienced

program managers, or their management. INPUT uses the terms buyer,

customer, client, and user interchangeably. End users are referred to

specifically, and may or may not be the buyer/customer/client/user.

The report describes the methods and processes used to manage successful

systems integration contracts today. Users and vendors were surveyed and

are included in this study.

U ser respondents were selected through random sampling and from

INPUT'S data base of SI programs. Vendors were targeted for interview

based on existing market presence in the commercial and federal SI

sectors.

See Appendix A for INPUT'S detailed definition of systems integration.

B

Methodology

Telephone interviews were conducted with 16 vendor and 15 user

respondents. Only users that had started or completed an SI contract

within the past three years were interviewed. One-third of the users were

from the federal sector. Twenty-seven percent represented state and local

governments. The balance of respondents were spread across other

vertical markets. The questionnaires aimed at both respondent groups are

included in Appendix B of this report.

Report Organization

This report consists of the following additional chapters:

• Chapter II is an executive overview highlighting the findings of this

study.

• Chapter III—Systems Integration Program Management—defines

program management components; summarizes the phases of the

relationship from the vendor and user perspectives; and discusses

program management methods, problem detection approaches and

success factors. Training and selection of program managers are

discussed in depth.

• Chapter IV—User SI Program Management—discusses customer

management processes, issues of control, and effective communication
methods between vendors and customers. Experiences of users offer

valuable lessons to apply in future SI contract relationships. Standard

and non-standard contract negotiation issues are also addressed.

1-2 © 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. SISPM
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• Chapter V—Vendor SI Program Management—focuses on the

development and selection of program management personnel; risk

containment and reduction methods; program management tools;

relationship interaction guidelines; and problem resolution methods.

The lessons learned by vendors are also presented.

• Chapter VI—Conclusions and Recommendations—summarizes general

program management conclusions drawn from the experiences of both

respondent groups in this study. Recommendations are offered

individually to users and vendors that will aid in structuring successful

SI relationships in the future.

Two appendixes are also included in this report.

Related Reports

To develop comprehensive insight into the U.S. systems integration

market, readers are encouraged to consult the following INPUT reports:

Published:

Systems Integration Competitive Analysis, 1991

Systems Integration Trends and Forecasts, 1991-1996

Systems Integration Technology Trends

Subcontracting to Client Integrators

Systems Management Directions and Priorities

Scheduled in 1992:

Systems Integration Competitive Analysis, 1992

Systems Integration Trends and Forecasts, 1992-1997

Impact ofDownsizing on Systems Integration

Systems Integration Opportunities in Re-engineering

Impact of Outsourcing on Systems Integration

Networking Systems Integration Opportunities

SISPM © 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 1-3
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In addition, INPUT regularly issues systems integration Research

Bulletins that highhght important industry announcements, issues or

trends.

© 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. SISPM
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m

Executive Overview

Vendors and buyers approach systems integration (SI) engagements

cautiously. Many unknowns exist in SI engagements. The relationship

between the vendor and the customer is new. It is created to develop a

specific IS solution. The dynamics of the relationship will evolve over

time as both parties establish their roles. In addition, unknown elements

encountered during the process have the potential to rescope a solution

from that originally envisioned by the vendor and the customer.

Structured program management techniques and processes are practiced

by both parties to control the variables in the dynamic SI environment.

Without these procedures, systems integration contracts have little chance

for success.

This report focuses on the techniques, processes and methodologies used

by vendor and customer organizations to support systems integration

implementation.

A
The Systems Integration Environment

INPUT defines systems integration as a business service that provides a

systems solution primarily based on information industry products and

services. Most or all of the following are performed in SI contracts:

• Needs analyses

• Specification development

• Conceptual and detailed systems design and architecture

• System component selection, modification, integration and

customization (includes off-the-shelf applications and systems software

products)

• Software design and development

SISPM © 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. n-1
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• Hardware design, development and purchase

• Systems implementation cut-over, testing and evaluation

• Life cycle support (includes training documentation, operations and

maintenance)

• Financing >

• Other services

The stages of systems integration that apply to vendors and users

(customers) are presented in Exhibit II- 1 . The exhibit points out the roles

that both parties play, sometimes jointly, to develop an integrated vendor

solution.

Systems Integration Program
Phases and Responsibilities

uV
Needs Analysis

and Requirements

Analysis
d
0
r

e
n

s
e
r

U

RFP/S.O.W.

Development

s
e
r

U

Vendor
Selection

s
e
r
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EXHIBIT 11-1 (CONT.)
Systems Integration Program
Phases and Responsibilities

Program

Development and
Integration

Program
Testing

Program
Acceptance

Operations and
Maintenance

V
e
n
d
0
r

V U
e s

n e
d r

0
rj

u
s
e
r

V U
e s

n e

d r

0
r^

B

Differences in Program Management

Each party applies program management strategies to all phases to nurture

the developing system to its successful completion. The user organization

may initially lack the sophisticated program management of the vendor.

As user experience increases, more structured processes are applied, often

SISPM ® 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. n-3
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that mirror those of the vendor. Users are becoming more aware of their

responsibiUties to their organizations and to the role they play in providing

assistance to the contracted vendor.

Exhibit n-2 shows the components of formal program management
processes used by each party during an SI contract. As expected,

customer procedures do not include as many common elements as those of

vendors. Differences between the two respondent groups can be

accounted for by the scope of each party's needs.

EXHIBIT 11-2

Components of Program Management Processes

Change Control Procedures 'i^^^^^^^^^^

Program Management
Tools and Methodologies 2j8

Procedure Book

Training and Development
of Program Managers

^

Risk Assessment/
Containment Procedures V///////////////X ^^

14

1

^ Vendor Responses

Customer Responses

5 10 15

Number of Respondents

Note: 15 vendor respondents have a formal SI program management process.

1 1 customer respondents have a formal SI program management process.

One of the main reasons users hire SI vendors is to obtain their expertise

in building systems. Users want to trjyisfer the responsibilities arid risks

associated with development to a vendor. Accordingly, vendors develop

repeatable processes to reduce risks and provide discipline to program
development.

n-4 © 1992 by INPUT. Reprodudlon Prohibited. SISPM
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Users do not always find it necessary to hire more than one systems

integrator. However, experience has taught many users to strengthen their

program management skills and procedures on subsequent contracts.

Common Lessons Learned

Vendor and user respondents in this study agree on the lessons learned

from SI contracts (see Exhibit II-3).

EXHIBIT 11-3

Common Lessons Learned

• Early end-user involvement

• Detailed specifications

• Incentive-based contracting

• Formal management processes

End users should be directly included in all component phases of the

process. At a minimum, involvement should occur during the system's

requirements analysis and definition phases, as well as during system

testing. Inclusion at these critical phases usually translates into the

system's acceptance at a later date.

As much detail as possible should be gathered from the customer

organization to ensure that its requirements will be met by the vendor.

Vendors are more motivated to finish contracts ahead of schedule under

incentive-based contracts. Because SI is a service, changes to the system

wiirbelieeded during the contract's duration. Vendors are restricted in

how they respond to customer requests for change when an inflexible,

fixed-price contract is in place. Ultimately, this will affect customer

satisfaction with the finished product.

y
When both parties apply structured program management techniques,

productivity gains and successful implementation goals are more easily

met.

SISPM e 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. n-5
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P
Vendor Market Concerns

EXHIBIT 11-4

Buyers of systems integration services expect vendors to maintain

personnel resources encompassing a wide range of technical expertise.

This expectation presents two major problems for some vendors, as shown
in Exhibit II-4.

Vendor SI Market Concerns

Maintenance of qualified personnel

Decline in new product development

Many small to medium-sized systems integrators evolved from

professional services firms that specialized in proprietary software

development. These firms cannot afford to retain staff technically versed

in a wide variety of systems. In this situation, vendors often hire

subcontractors and consultants to fill technical gaps.

Vendors also find it difficult to retain high-level people to connect

proprietary systems together. The creative talent of some companies is

leaving as buyers' needs center more on integrating existing products.

The marketplace demand for new products is diminished. One vendor

expressed his concern for the future of the industry as a whole if this trend

continues.

E

SI Relationship Guidelines

J The success of a systems integration contract is often dependent on the

implementation of the guidelines offered in Exhibit II-5.

The core of an SI relationship is communication—with whom, how often,

and under what circumstances. If effective communication channels are

established among all affected parties early on, requirements and
specifications are clearer for the vendor. The customer's chance of

receiving a satisfactory solution is improved.

n-6 © 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. SISPM
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Relationship Guidelines
1/

• Cultivate communication.

• Expect and plan for change.

• Develop a business-partner relationship.

It is easier to detect and resolve problems that arise during the relationship

when an atmosphere of mutual trust has been built through communication

between the two parties.
^

How well the vendor and customer organizations communicate will

influence how easily changes and problems will be resolved during a

contract's term.

Systems integration contracts are also intrinsically evolutionary. Both

parties should enter the relationship expecting to respond to change.

Communication aids in preparing each side for this eventuahty. In

addition, contract terms should address change documentation and control

processes.

In many SI contracts, the vendor and the customer have played adversarial

roles. This scenario is changing as users are coming to appreciate the

complexity of the tasks vendors assume in SI contracts. Users realize that

SI vendors share the same goals as their customers: the delivery of a

satisfactory custom solution on time and within budget. Vendors too are

seeking proactive working partnerships with their clients. Vendors want

to win additional contracts from their customers and build reputations that

will influence potential clients.

O 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. n-7
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Systems Integration Program
Management

Chapter HI covers program management from a general perspective.

Discussions of its component phases for both the vendor and the user/

customer are included. Program management methods are contrasted.

Differences in program manager selection and training processes are

addressed. The procedures used to detect and resolve problems during an

SI contract, and INPUT'S recommendations, conclude this chapter.

A
Program Management Definitions

Program management is a term that has evolved from the federal market,

where the development of defense systems and major information support

systems was identified as program development and management activity.

The term program management is broader in scope than the term project

management. It encompasses all projects and activities in a systems

integration program, from needs analysis through life cycle support.

Program management used in the context of this report applies both to the

management process used by the contracted vendor, and to the customer/

buyer/user tolnanage the development and integration of a major system

solution.

The components of the solution include most or all of the following

functions:
^

• Needs analysis

• Specification development

• Conceptual and detailed system design and architecture

• System component selection, modification, integration and

customization (includes off-the-shelf applications and systems software

products)

SISPM © 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. ni-1
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• Software design and development

• Hardware design, development and purchase (includes custom, off-the-

shelf and turnkey systems)

• Systems implementation, cut-over, testing and evaluation

• Life cycle support, including:

- System documentation and user training

- System operations and/or management
- System maintenance

• Financing

• Other services (engineering services, automation equipment, computer

supplies, business support services, general suppHes, etc.)

In the federal sector, contracts and program management functions are

more strictly governed by federal policies, regulations, and formal

procedures. Agencies view themselves as controlling a contract, even if

they do not.

SI Program Requirements

1. Program Phases

A general overview of phases of an SI program is depicted in Exhibit

III-L

The initial phase of any SI program is the identification of users' needs

and requirements for the future system. The user's business justification

of SI services is further developed by performing a requirements analysis.

This activity may be performed by the customer, contracted to a

professional services firm, or completed as the first stage in a systems

integration contract.

ni-2 © 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. SISPM
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Systems Integration Program
Phases and Responsibilities

Needs Analysis

and Requirements

Analysis

V U
e s
n e
d r

0
X

RFP/S.O.W.
Development

U
s
e
r

Vendor
Selection

U
s
e
r

When this phase is performed by the customer, business consultant or

professional services firm, the results form the basis of the Request For

Proposal (RFP) or Statement of Work (S.O.W.). Federal requirements are

usually defined by the customer or an outside consultant. In the

commercial world, any one of the three alternatives may be used. More
commercial projects are following the federal RFP practice.

In response to a potential customer/buyer organization issuing an RFP or

S.O.W., interested vendors develop and submit a proposal. The vendor

proposal usually includes management function specifications, design y
specifications, a proposed system architecture, an implementation

schedule and cost commitments. Customer-required or vendor-specified

acceptance criteria and procedures may be defined in the RFP, vendor

proposal, or final contract. Negotiations occur with the vendor or vendors

pending final selection and contract award.

e 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. ni-3
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EXHIBIT III-1 (CONT.)
Systems Integration Program
Phases and Responsibilities

Program
Development and

Integration

V
e
n
d
0
r

V U
e s

n e
d r

0
rj

Operations and
Maintenance

Program development, integration and testing are the major components of

contract performance. Hardware and software acquisition, software

development, integration and installation activities occur at this time.

During this phase the vendor must meet the requirements, schedule and

budget commitments agreed upon in the contract.

ni-4 © 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. SISPM
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Transition, integration and testing of the system are included in this phase.

It may not be possible to develop the contracted solution in isolation from

the customer's other systems. Components of existing systems may be

incorporated into the new system. Training and education of the customer

and end users occurs.

Program acceptance is usually determined through alpha testing and

parallel running procedures based on predetermined test criteria developed

by the customer with vendor assistance. Change management procedures"^

are critical to completing the performance phase of an SI contract.

The operational phase of a system is an option that may or may not be

included in the contract. Maintenance of the developed system's hardware

and software is often turned over to the customer if the operation is not

contracted.

2. SI Performance Phases

An in-depth view of performance phases is presented in Exhibit ni-2.

Some of the activities may have been performed in earlier phases or by a

separate contractor. In addition, some phases, such as hardware and

software design and development, may be unnecessary if off-the-shelf

products are used.

Systems Integration Performance Phases

Requirements

Analysis

System Design

Hardware and Software

Design

Hardware and Software

Development

System Integration

and Test

Installation and
Training
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However, what is inherent in any systems integration program is the

diversity of knowledge and skills that is required of the vendor

organization. It is up to the vendor's program manager to orchestrate the

multitude of skills and activities into a solution and a schedule that meets

requirements and cost restrictions. Informal and formal program

management procedures and tools are used to perform this process.

Because of the complexity of the systems required, vendors often use

subcontractors to perform portions of the project. It is often more cost-

effective for vendors to go outside their own companies for specialized

technical expertise. Using subcontractors also allows small vendors to

function as prime contractors in the SI market. However, selecting, hiring

and managing subcontractors adds a dimension of complexity to program

management responsibilities. The continuation of subcontractor

responsibilities and performance is a key element of vendor program

management.

Program Management Methods

1. Program Management Procedures

J Customer organizations that use SI vendor services are becoming more
prpcedural in how they approach an SI relationship. Exhibit III-3

contrasts the components of both vendor and customer SI program

management processes.

As expected, almost 100% of the vendors interviewed for this study had a

formal process, while 75% of the customer respondents followed a similar

SI management process. However, as Exhibit III-3 shows, customer

program management procedures do not include as many common
elements as do those of the vendors. Differences between the two
respondent groups can be accounted for by the scope of each party's

needs.

For vendors, systems integration is a business. Vendors have many SI

contracts, and hope to win others in the future. They are out to make a

profit, build their reputations and expand their businesses. Experience has

taught vendors to use formal or structured approaches to achieve SI

business goals. Customers hire vendors for their expertise in building

systems. Customers may only need to hire one SI contractor over a long

period of time.
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EXHIBIT III-3

Components of Program Management Processes

Change Control Procedures

Program Management
Tools and Methodologies

Risk Assessment/
Containment Procedures

Procedure Book

Training and Development

of Program Managers

0 5 10 15

m Vendor Responses Number of Respondents

Customer Responses

Note: 15 vendor respondents have a formal SI program management process.

1 1 customer respondents have a formal SI program management process.

Vendors utilize program management tools, risk assessment and

containment procedures and change control procedures. Customers also

employ similar procedures when they formally approach SI program

management. In large organizations especially, vendors find it necessary

to document procedures, rather than depend on other forms of

communication. Customer organizations are less likely to follow this

practice.

Training and development of program manager personnel is critical in

vendor organizations. Vendors must maintain access to qualified

individuals to step into new contract relationships, or to take over existing

projects if an assigned program manager is not successful. Finding and

developing individuals with the ability to assume SI management roles is a

lengthy and intricate process. Users of SI services, on the other hand, may
only have a one-time need for a program manager. Occasionally the

vendor may assist the client program manager to develop skills.
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2. Differences in Customers' Approach to SI Management

Approximately 70% of the SI customers in this study said they would

apply the same SI management process to in-house integration efforts that

they were using on their current projects. INPUT expected more variation

in the responses, considering that customers' SI management and technical

skills are probably less than those of an experienced vendor.

The data suggests that customers are, for the most part, satisfied with the

skills and procedures they apply to program management. Few see

reasons to improve. Those with different SI strategies for in-house

projects noted the following differences:

• More end-user involvement
• More face-to-face interaction

• Assignment of in-house project leaders

• Use of in-house systems development methodology

It is not surprising that the main difference between internally performed

SI projects and those performed by a vendor is the extent of involvement

of the internal integration organization with the users of the system. It is

easier to have face-to-face contact with members of your own company.

Obviously, in performing in-house SI, project leaders are assigned to

manage the development of the different components of the system.

Systems development methodologies are also used to speed the process.

Because of past experience, a vendor has a better chance of applying

development methodologies, such as CASE tools, properly. Customer
organizations attempting SI projects for the first time should cautiously

approach unfamiliar methodologies and processes. Mistakes will

undoubtedly occur.

3. Customer Satisfaction

The average score for customer satisfaction with the vendor's approach to

program management was 3.8 (5 = extremely satisfied). Of the customers,

two-thirds rated their vendors either a four or a five on a five-point scale.

Users' positive and negative remarks about their vendors are shown
below:

Positive Remarks Negative Remarks

Extremely responsive Lacked people skills

Communicated well with IS Inefficient problem-solving skills

Met goals Lack of division coordination

Good relationship/knew

boundaries
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Generally, customers believe their vendors are attempting to ensure that

the SI contract will be successful. One user commented that he had a

business-partner-like relationship with his vendor. However, the vendor

should know his boundaries in the relationship.

Some users who experienced problems with their vendors had personality

conflicts with the vendor's program manager or hired a vendor new to the

SI business. Vendor track records are important, especially in the area of

problem identification and tracking. It takes experience for vendors to

develop project control skills and procedures to manage change efficiently

in SI projects. In addition, entrants in the SI arena may not have

developed the internal infrastructure to provide support from multiple

divisions.

4. Measures of Success for SI Contracts

Perceptions of the measures of success for vendors and users are shown in

Exhibits 111-4 and 111-5. Each group was asked how it viewed success for

vendors and customers. The relative importance of each of the success

factors can be determined by comparing the responses of the two groups.

Although the same number of interviewees responded to the question on

success factors, the frequency of user responses is considerably lower.

Most vendors put a great deal of thought into replying to the question.

Users offered shorter responses, noting only one or two factors.

Users did not perceive that adherence to schedule was as important to

vendors as vendors believe it to be. Only four users believed that vendors

consider delivering an SI system on the agreed-upon schedule as a

measure of success. In contrast, ten vendors mentioned meeting the

schedule as a measure of success. Users fail to understand that vendors'

profit margins are impacted if schedule goals are not achieved.

Both groups of respondents mentioned meeting budget goals, and the

vendor's opportunity to enhance skills and reputation with the same

frequency.

User satisfaction also appears to be more important to vendors than is

perceived by users. Customer satisfaction was cited most frequently as an

indication of a successful contract. Both respondent groups used user

satisfaction in an overall context. It includes many components: a

workable system, meeting schedule and budget constraints, happy end

users, and fulfillment of requirements.
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Vendor and Client Success Factors

User Perceptions

Delivered on Schedule

Delivered on Budget

User Satisfied

Requirements Met

Profit Made

Skills Enhanced

Reputation Enhanced

Reliable System

0 4 8 12

Number of Responses

Note: Multiple responses were allowed

Obviously, making a profit from the contract does not apply to SI

customers, but is important to vendors. Vendors are in the systems

integration business to make a profit. One-third of the user respondents

have not forgotten that profit drives vendors to be successful.
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Vendor and Client Success Factors

Vendor Perceptions

Delivered on Schedule
y//////////A ^

Delivered on Budget
^/^/^/y^^

User Satisfied 7

6

6

y////////////A

Requirements Met

Profit Made

Skills Enhanced

Reputation Enhanced

Reliable System
'^/^//yy//^ 3

^ Vendor Factors

User Factors

0 4 8

Number of Responses

12

Note: Multiple responses were allowed

The everyday reliability of a system is one of the factors frequently

mentioned by users as a success measure. Users must use the system to

perform their line of business after the system has been completed.

Specifically, vendors are less concerned about this factor. They view

overall user satisfaction as a test of whether or not the system is reliable.
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P
Program Manager Selection and Development

The way an SI contract is managed is critical to vendors and users. The
person the vendor company selects as a program manager will influence

whether a system fails or succeeds. A great deal of experience and skill is

found in the rare individual capable of managing an SI contract. During

an SI contract, the vendor's program manager must be ready to manage
diverse groups of people, issues and resources. Some of the general

responsibilities include the management of vendor personnel assigned to

the contract, the vendor's internal organization to provide ancillary

services, subcontractors, and the customer's interface organization. As a

result of these responsibilities the vendor program manager must know
how to:

• Handle differences in skill and attitude levels of both vendor and

customer personnel

• Set up communication channels for all involved parties

• Set up program management tools and processes

• Obtain agreement from vendor and user personnel on processes to be

used

• Obtain agreement on acceptance criteria and deliverables

• Negotiate deliverable terms and often arbitrate disputes between all

parties

• Handle personality conflicts

• Proactively change any process or personnel that do not foster successful

completion of the project, including subcontractors

• Handle the vendor company's demands for resources to be applied to

other projects. Management of the vendor company's own internal

conflicts and acquiring high-quality resources is a tough issue.

• Make accommodation for marginal or unacceptable performance levels

of people and equipment. In some cases, this may also apply to the

customer organization.

In order to accomplish the above, a variety of skills and experience make a

well-qualified vendor program manager. Vendor opinions on the

characteristics of a well-qualified program manager do not differ

significantly from those of users. When surveyed on these characteristics,
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both respondent groups rated all characteristics either a 4 or a 5 on a five-

point scale of importance. Only one characteristic received an average

rating of 2.9 by vendor respondents. The characteristics are compared in

Exhibit ni-6.

Characteristics of Well-Qualified Vendor
Program Managers

Average Ratings*

1 1d raC IU ri SI!Co Vendors Users

Understand specific user

environment

4.5 4.1

Communication skills 4.5
A "7
4.7

People skills 4.2
A
4.8

Knowledge of vendor

contracting practices

4.1 4.5

Knowledge of customer

organizational procedures

4.0 4.1

Proaram financial manaaement1 1 W 1 W4 III 1 1 1 1 1 1^1 V«4I III Wil 1 w III V-/ 1 1 1,

experience

3.9 3.7

General ADP/IS knowledge 3.9 4.1

Management skills 3.9 4.1

Negotiation skills 3.6 4.1

Technical skills 3.5 3.5

History of applying TQM 3.1 3.6

Time with vendor company 2.9 3.3

* Ratings based on a 1-5 scale; 5 = extremely important, and 1 = not

important at all.
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For vendors, understanding the specific user's environment is the most

important qualification a vendor's program manager should possess.

Users believe that interpersonal skills rate higher.

Vendors and users are in agreement on the relative importance of specific

technical skills, history of applying TQM techniques, and length of

employment with the vendor company. All three rank at the bottom of the

list of qualifications. This should not be interpreted to mean that these

qualifications are unimportant, only that they are not critical to the success

of an SI contract.

Although vendors expressed a preference to appoint program managers

who are internally developed over the long term, as shown in Exhibit III-7,

it is difficult to maintain in practice. The development of program

managers is a time-consuming and expensive process. Most vendors

cannot ignore capable talent developed by one of their competitors.

INPUT found that companies that solely use internal talent are highly

structured, with seemingly inexhaustible resources, or are in specialized SI

markets.

EXHIBIT III-7

Development of Vendor Program Managers

Method

Internally Developed

Hired with Program

Manager Experience

Both

-I I I ±

8

0 2 4 6 8 10

Number of Respondents

Only one company hired experienced program managers exclusively. It

had recendy expanded into the SI market, and did not possess qualified in-

house personnel.
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E

Problem Detection and Resolution Approaches

Although SI projects usually involve the delivery of a unique or custom

solution for the business processes of the customer, problems encountered

along the way tend to be unspecific. Both vendors and customers enter the

relationship expecting problems or issues to arise. Because of this

expectation, both parties establish procedures to detect problems

throughout the course of the process.

Systems integration program management is viewed as an exercise in

managing change and problems. Especially in large, complex SI

engagements, automated systems are used to track SI budget, schedule,

problems and changes during program development. Exhibit III- 8 shows

the problem detection approaches utilized by vendors and users.

Vendors and users use similar techniques to identify and prevent possible

complications in developing a proposed system. Vendors consistently use

all of the processes listed in the exhibit. Some deviation exists for user

respondents.

One-third of the user respondents do not employ risk identification/

containment processes, or change control procedures. These users assume

that these tasks are only performed by the contractor.

Historically, vendors have appeared to be more at risk because the burden

of developing a system rests upon them. Vendors were not paid until they

delivered a satisfactory solution to the customer. Therefore, the SI vendor

was the logical party to establish risk identification and management

practices. However, users are now coming to terms with the risks their

companies face if contracted systems do not perform as required, or are

delivered late. Two-thirds of the users in this study practice risk

management.

Managing change in the SI process has until recently been a vendor

responsibiUty. Users, however, are taking a more active role in ensuring

that changes are managed effectively. They are more active in estimating

labor and materials to accommodate fluctuations in requirements. Change

management processes flow more efficiently when both parties agree to

use the same process. In addition, vendors generally require their

customers to officially acknowledge various phases of the change process

in writing.
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EXHIBIT III-8

Vendor and User Problem Detection Processes

Trouble/Problem

Tracking/Reporting

Budget/Financial

Controls/Goals^^^^^^^ 12

Schedule Planning

Change Control

Progress/Quality

Reviews

Risk Identification/

Containment Procedures

16

^ Vendors

Users

0 5 10 15 20

Number of Respondents

Vendors set milestone schedules to review their performance on a project.

Reviews point to problems that may impact the overall schedule,

functionality or budget. Progress reviews also usually incorporate quality

assessments of the work performed thus far. Progress is reported on a

regular basis to the customer. Most users perform their own assessments

of a project's status to balance the vendor's perspective. Regular reviews

of milestones and progress also serve to justify progress payments to the

vendor, and reduce the complexity of the final acceptance process.

The size and the complex nature of most SI contracts demand that vendors

and users establish specific systems to handle problems that develop over

the course of the relationship.
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Vendors and most users define budget guidelines or controls, and chart a

schedule of planned events. Not meeting budget or schedule goals is an

indication of a problem that both parties must address and resolve. Budget

guidelines analyze the work to be performed in terms of labor, materials

and overhead. Vendors also include a profit estimation in their budget

projections. The schedule becomes the path that labor and materials will

follow to complete the system.

F
^

Recommendations

A formal approach to SI management is necessary for both vendors and

customers in the systems integration arena. SI must be tackled

progressively in terms of relationships, planning, development and

operations. The key to a successful solution is the structure of the

relationship between the vendor and the customer. It must be flexible and

accommodate evolving requirements and changes from all levels. Clients

need to leam the vendor's system. See Chapter VI for specific

recommendations to SI vendors and users.
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User/Client SI Program Management

This chapter examines how the customer organizations in this study

implement program management processes. Customers' criteria for in-

house program managers and the specific methods applied to SI program
management are presented. Particular attention is devoted to which party

controls the relationship. Recommendations are offered on effective

communication methods and contract terms based on the experiences of SI

users.

A
Program Manager Selection Criteria and Process

Placement of program managers is becoming more critical to customer

organizations as users increasingly manage SI contracts in a businesslike

manner. For most, the qualifications of their own program managers are

the same as those expected of the vendor's program manager (see Exhibit

IV- 1). User organizations do not want their program managers to be out

performed by vendors' program managers.

EXHIBIT IV-1

Customer Program Manager Qualifications

Compared to Vendor's Percent of

Program Manager Respondents

Same 80

Different 13

Don't know 7
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The customer's program manager oversees the vendor's adherence to the

contract. The person in this position is in charge of the interface with the

vendor organization, and interacts directly with the vendor's program

manager. As users' SI experiences mature, their program managers' skills

are expected to rival those of vendors.

Knowledge of company procedures, and broad management skills dealing

with people and communication are essential. The ability to negotiate

effectively is mandatory to successfully work out problems and contract

modifications. Most vendor program managers are trained for years to

develop the skill mix necessary for SI program management.

This study shows that user organizations with multiple SI requirements are

beginning to look internally for individuals possessing program
management potential, as shown in Exhibit IV-2. A public utility intends

to hire a vendor to train internal personnel in program management skills.

One respondent mentioned that program managers are hired from the

outside because of a lack of internally qualified individuals. Two
respondents indicated that their companies have no active method of

program manager development.

EXHIBIT IV-2

Customer Program Manager
Development Methods

Developed Internally

No Development

Hired

10

J I L J I L

0 2 4 6 8

Number of Responses

10

Most users may not need to set up formal training courses for program
managers. But they are trying to develop internal career paths for

individuals who exhibit program management potential. Seminars and on-

the-job experience provide the bulk of the preparation for this position that

is attained by employees of user companies.
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B

Management Approaches

During the proposal and vendor selection processes, over half the users in

this study assigned representatives from their IS management organization

to interface with vendors, as shown in Exhibit IV-3.

EXHIBIT IV-3

Pre-Award Interface Organizations

Organization

IS Management

Purchasing/

Procurement

IS Management
and End Users

Other

8

2 4 6 8 10

Number of Respondents

Two respondents put IS management and end users into the team to

interact with vendors. Another user organization felt totally unqualified to

handle RFP development, proposal evaluation and vendor selection. An
independent consultant was hired to handle this phase of the program.

Approximately half of the user organizations in this study changed their

interface organization or representative(s) for the contract performance

phase, as seen in Exhibit IV-4.
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EXHIBIT IV-4

Customer Interface Changes
During Contract Duration

Interface

Remains the Same?
Percent of

Respondents

Yes 47.0

No 53.0

One should not assume that the 53% who indicated they changed their

designated interface were all federal agencies. New contracting officers

and program (project) managers are usually assigned after a contract is

awarded, especially in the DoD. However, in this study, two civil

agencies did not follow this practice. Some commercial users also

reassigned personnel after the contract award phase.

The responses in this study (60%) also suggest that when a

representative(s) of information management is the chief interface to the

vendor organization, this interface mechanism will continue for the

duration of the contract.

When representatives of purchasing or procurement organizations deal

with the vendor in the early stages of a potential relationship, it is highly

unlikely that they will have the necessary expertise to oversee the contract

during the development process. Responsibilities for interaction with the

vendor are usually transferred to information systems management, or to

another interface team, as shown in Exhibit IV-5.

Central to effective communication with the vendor is the person or team

of individuals that works with the vendor. As shown in Exhibit IV-6,

almost half of the respondents had structured a program team, headed by a

program manager. Approximately 25% appointed a program team only.

Program teams usually consist of technical experts in specific functional

areas. Sometimes end users are included. Most vendors and users agree

that communication with end users is critical to the success of most SI

contracts. Including end users in the interface organization facilitates this

process.
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New Interface Organization

Organization

IS Management

Other Team

Number of Respondents

Customer Interface Designates

Program Ma

Program

Number of Respondents

Designation of a single program manager to interface with the vendor is

done for one of two reasons: to promote time efficiency, or because

projects are small in scope. The development of large and complex

systems is more successful when interaction with the vendor is carried out

with representatives from various levels of the client organization. Most
companies cannot rely on the experience and skills of one person to

manage an SI job. Program teams often mirror the vendor's program

team. A program manager is necessary as a focal point, overall

spokesperson, and signatory authority for contract changes.
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c

User Project Execution Concerns

1. Procedures Used by Customers to Manage the Vendor Interface

What is the role customer interface organizations play in SI program

management? The common procedures that customers use to manage
their interface with an SI contractor are shown in Exhibit rV-7.

EXHIBIT IV-7

Procedures Used by Customers to

Manage Vendor Interface

Definition of

Acceptance Criteria

Recommend, Monitor

and Control Changes

Problem ID/Tracking

Budget Control

Contract Administration

Education of Buyer/User

Plans to Integrate Into \/
the Existing System

0 5 10 15

Number of Responses

Note: Multiple responses were allowed

20

Users define their own acceptance criteria on deliverables from a vendor.

Whether vendors have input into this process is not evident from the

question asked of users.
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The designated customer interface recommends, monitors and controls

changes and problems during the course of an SI contract.

Most users employ budget controls during the course of an SI contract to

monitor the vendor's progress. Careful monitoring of the allocated budget

and schedule milestones of deliverables signals problems in the system

when they occur, that should be addressed. All users should establish a

budget control process. Few companies have the luxury of uncontrolled

expenses.

It is surprising that all users did not practice contract administration during

the SI contract. Some elemental processes, such as payment to the

contractor on a scheduled basis if progress payments have been

negotiated, must be performed.

Eighty percent of the SI customers indicated they were involved in

education and training within their organizations. This number should not

be interpreted to mean that 80% of the customers solely developed and

trained their user organizations. Education and training components of SI

contracts are common. Vendors routinely develop training materials and

provide initial training services. They also train the customers'

instructors. However, at some point during the contract, training is usually

turned over to the customer.

An interesting finding of this study is that almost three-fourths of the users

developed their own plans to integrate the SI deliverable into the existing

system. Vendor services appear limited to development and integration of"

components. Most likely, SI solutions incorporate portions of existing

systems. Impacted work flow processes were re-engineered by the user

organizations.

2. Risk Management Tools Employed by Customers

The roles played by a customer's program management organization

during an SI contract are similar to those of the vendor's program

management staff. The customer's interests are best served by minimizing

risks and problems that can potentially jeopardize the schedule, budget or

deliverable products. Fluctuation or deviation from any of these can

negatively impact a customer's main line of business and operations. The

risk management tools applied by customers to manage SI contracts are

listed in Exhibit IV-8.
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EXHIBIT IV-8

Risk Management Tools Empioyed by Customers

Number of Respondents Indicating

Frequency of Use

Most
Often Sometimes Never

Budget planning 13 1 1

Internal quality reviews 13 1 1

Schedule planning 12 1 1

Progress reviews 12 0 1

Schedule controls 8 2 4

Financial controls 8 1 5

Technical achievement measures 7 3 4

Sensitize ail employees to risks 6 4 2

Change impact models 5 5 3

Contractor performance bonds 5 0 7

Risk management model 2 4 7

Independent quality reviews 2 5 6

Modular contracts 2 6 6

Budget planning, schedule planning and internal quality reviews are

essential to customer organizations, according to users in this study. The
application of more structured processes such as change impact models,

schedule controls, financial controls, and technical achievement measures
is dependent on the complexity of the project and the SI sophistication of
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the customer's company. Experiences with SI contractors lead users to

approach future contracts with more formal program management
processes. This does not imply that users are generally unhappy with their

SI relationships.

Systems integration experiences with vendors are maturing user

organizations. After a client organization has gained experience using an

SI vendor, the need or value of formal management practices becomes
apparent. Vendors approach SI program management from a structured

business standpoint. User organizations are finding that they must

practice similar management techniques.

However, users find they do not need to mirror all processes that vendors

employ. Risk management models are not used by half of the

respondents. Financial control processes and measuring income and

expenditure rates are frequently not required, from the users' perspective.

Independent quality reviews are normally not performed if the user is

satisfied with an internal assessment of the vendor's solution.

Surprisingly, only one-third of the respondents required their SI vendors to

post performance bonds as a safeguard against non-performance. Federal

agencies and many commercial users did not ask for performance bonds

from their contractors. Vendor performance is better stimulated through

financial incentives.

The scope of an SI contract determines the extent to which customers will

advise and educate their employees on the risks associated with a

proposed system.

3. SI Program Control

User organizations in this study were asked if the vendor or the customer

controlled the current or recent SI relationship. About half perceive that

their designated program managers or program teams are in charge. (See

Exhibit IV-9.)

The term control is sensitive to users, and may be only a semantic issue.

Control itself suggests an adversarial relationship between the two parties.

Users want to believe that they impact the solution and dominate the

contractor. Vendors are hired by users, and can be fired or replaced for

non-performance. However, vendors are paid for their expertise in

delivering a solution that the customer usually cannot develop. Users and

vendors alike should place less emphasis on control and more on

improving the SI relationship.
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EXHIBIT IV-9

Party Controlling Current Vendor SI Project

Vendor Project Team 2

Customer's Program Manager/

Program Team

Combination of Both

I ' I __L

0 2 4 6 8 10

Number of Respondents

One-third of the users reported joint "control" with their SI contractors.

The examples below illustrate some of the roles of both parties in a joint

relationship:

• Customer involved in software development
• Vendor manages subcontractors totally

• Customer provides overall direction of the system
• End users participate in defining requirements

• Customer tests the system with the vendor

Some SI customers work side-by-side with a vendor to develop software

components. Users expect vendors to manage and interface with all

subcontractors involved in developing the system. The overall direction

of the system is guided direcdy or indirectly by the customer's

organization. End users are invited to participate in defining system

requirements. Both the customer and the vendor jointly test the system

against predefined criteria. Users report that "joint control" roles

contribute to a "working relationship."

4. Factors That Build a Workable Vendor-Customer SI Relationship

From the user point of view, three factors are extremely important in

forging a workable relationship between the SI contractor and the

customer. As listed in Exhibit IV- 10, these factors are: customer
development of acceptance criteria, formal change management policies,

and specific functional specifications developed by the customer.
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It is critical for customers to define how they will determine to accept the

final product the vendor delivers. Acceptance criteria are customarily

defined by completion of specific tasks. Vendors are anxious to obtain the

customer's acceptance criteria, preferably early in the SI process. Users in

this study gave an average rating of 3.7 to vendor involvement in

developing acceptance/delivery criteria. Evidently, vendors often assist

customers in this process.

EXHIBIT IV-10

Customer Perception of SI Relationship Factors

Factor
Average
Rating*

Customer development of acceptance criteria 4.7

/
Formal change management policies 4.7

Specific functional customer-developed specifications 4.7

Customer visibility during project life cycle 4.5

Continuity of vendor's staff 4.3

Buyer/user agreement on vendor program manager 4.3

Vendor program manager knowledgeable

about customer's business

4.3

Vendor on customer site during transition 4.1

Vendor on customer site during development 3.9

Specific technical customer-developed specifications 3.7

Vendor involvement in developing delivery criteria 3.7

Vendor control of project 2.5

*Based on a 1-5 scale; where 5 = extremely important, and 1 = not important at all.
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Establishing a formal change management policy is a basic practice

because most SI contracts evolve into an exercise in managing change.

Primarily commercial customers describe desired features in a system,

rather than tell vendors how to develop them. However, federal SI users

place more importance on providing technical specifications to vendors.

Customer visibility during the project life cycle received a high score

because it is important to customers and vendors alike. Sometimes the

ultimate customer, the end user, is not involved in a project until the

solution is ready to be delivered. Customer organizations realize that this

is a bad policy. Use of the system and its eventual success may be

jeopardized if all parties with a vested interest do not participate in the SI

process with the vendor. All parties need to interact during all phases of

an SI contract.

From the customers' perspective, a stable vendor's staff is ideal.

However, users realize that zero staff turnover is an unrealistic

expectation, especially in long-term projects. Users ask vendors to try to

minimize personnel turnover. They may request specific contract terms

addressing the longevity of the vendor's program manager. It is also

preferable to the vendor that customer personnel have limited turnover

during an SI contract. Continuity of requirements, personalities,

processes, etc. facilitates a smoothly running SI process. Interaction

dynamics are continuous.

If the customer organization finds it difficult to work with a vendor's

program manager, the person is replaced, usually by upper management
within the vendor's company. A vendor program manager experiencing

trouble communicating with or responding to the SI client will quickly be

reassigned within the company.

Vendor program managers should possess knowledge of the customer's

business, or the ability to acquire it quickly. Fundamental to building a

solution is understanding:

• Why an automated solution is required

• What functions it should provide

• What are the unique needs of the industry, and of the specific company?

According to clients it is more important for the vendor team to reside on
site during transition to the new system than during its development.

Federal respondents place equal importance on a vendor's on-site presence

in each phase of an SI contract.
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With one exception, the average high ratings given to each factor indicate

the impact of numerous components on the success of a relationship.

INPUT believes users rated "vendor control of the project" significantly

lower than the other factors because of the connotation associated with the

term control.

5. Communication Methods

Users in this study were asked their opinions on effective methods of

communication between the vendor and client organizations. All agree

that the scope of an SI contract influences the frequency of

communication and interaction with the vendor. The forms of

communication commonly used in SI relationships are listed below:

• Status meetings

• Problem meetings
• Written status reports

• Issue/problem memos
• Newsletters

The participants or audience for any of the above depend on the topic

addressed. Sometimes communication is limited to one-on-one interaction

between the vendor and customer program managers. On other occasions

executive management and end users may be included, in addition to

program management personnel. Fax machines and electronic mail are

used to speed communication between the parties.

One additional communication vehicle that is particularly effective in

building support from end users is product demonstrations that allow for

hands-on use.

In one case, a dissatisfied respondent noted that communications between

the vendor and the client do not guarantee that the client is heard.

"Threatening the vendor's pocketbook" is extremely effective in getting

the vendor to respond to client needs.

6. Lessons Learned by SI Customers

Two-thirds of the user respondents concluded that hiring a systems

integration contractor is a learning experience. Insight into program

management techniques are developed, which then affect how customers

approach SI in the future. Respondents offer the following guidance on

how to structure SI relationships with vendors:

• Develop detailed specifications and a contract

• Know end users' requirements

• Use formal program management processes

• Involve end users from the beginning
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• Use incentive-based contracts

• Work closely with the vendor

Customers should not enter into SI contracts with ill-defined specifications

and requirements. Examine the needs of end-user organizations before

developing formal requirements. Buyers inexperienced in SI or lacking IS

technical experience have difficulty defining requirements. In addition,

many of these scenarios are invariably based on fixed-price contracts. The
end results for the customer and the vendor may include: renegotiation of

the contract, dissolution of the contract, or an unsatisfactory deliverable

from the vendor.

Active participation in the program solution is encouraged through formal

program management processes enacted by the customer's organization.

Customers must monitor and manage the vendor's efforts to ensure a

solution that satisfies the user organization.

Some users advise dev^ojping inc^ntivej)ased contracts. Fixed-price

contracts often put the vendor and the customer in adversarial roles. They

do not work together. Little incentive is given to the vendor to deliver

early. Customer-requested system changes result in a battle between the

two parties.

Buyers of SI should bear in mind that they are purchasing a custom

solution. It is Hkely that requirements will be modified as the system

evolves. A contract vehicle should accommodate the transitional solution.

Both the customer and the vendor desire satisfaction with the finished

product. In order for a vendor to service a customer's needs, an amiable

working relationship with the customer is essential. Most vendors attempt

to develop mutual trust in their relationships with customers. However,
the customer sets the rhythm of the vendor-customer relationship.

Contract Negotiation Issues and Recommendations

1. Contract Issues

In systems integration, "everything is fair game" during the contract

negotiation phase. Rarely in the SI market do users require vendors to

make special contractual arrangements to win a contract. Providing

financial assistance through a third-party vendor appears to be the only

circumstance under which a prime SI contractor will agree to furnish

services outside the scope of the solution.

Negotiations lay the foundation for all future interactions in the vendor-

client relationship. An SI contract should encompass the following critical

elements:
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• Agreement on deliverables and acceptance process

The SI customer and the vendor should agree on criteria to approve

deliverables, as well as the processes that will be used by the customer in

this phase. Vendors need to know what standards the customer will use to

measure the success of the solution. The vendor can then configure and

respond with an acceptable solution to the customer.

• Agreement on vendor's program management system

Agreement on the components of the vendor's program management
system should be standard SI contract language. Program management
systems provide discipline to improve the success of the program's

development. If the vendor uses well-documented, repeatable processes,

risks are reduced and costs are minimized. Some vendors use their

program management strategies as a competitive advantage and as sales

tools. Buyers should be cautious about hiring vendors lacking in program

management processes and experience.

• Agreement on change management processes

A standard part of any vendor's program management system is change

management. Agreement from both parties on a formal structured process

to manage change throughout the development of the system is required.

INPUT advises users to audit changes by mimicking the vendor's

processes. A critical negotiation issue between the two parties is who is

allowed to initiate changes. This issue raises questions for the customer as

well as for the vendor.

• Number and selection of customer program team members

It is to the customer's advantage to commit to the number and makeup of

their interface team to the vendor. The vendor can best respond with a

satisfactory solution if all concerned parties are known from the

beginning. The vendor may also recommend customer personnel that

should be included in the interface team. For some systems, the client's

customer could be affected and must be considered.

• Communication forms/audiences

How the vendor and the customer communicate to each other is

determined at this time. Formal means of communication are normally

included as standard contract items. Both parties settle on meeting and

status report schedules, report content guidelines, and audiences.

Canceled meetings, terse memos, delays in returning phone calls, and off-

site meetings are all signs of a project going awry.

• Contract renegotiation terms
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Terms by which either party may renegotiate the contract are standard

contract language. By defining renegotiation terms, both parties are

forced to engage in a "what if analysis to protect their interests. If

extensive modifications are needed in a contract, a new contract is usually

negotiated.

• Schedule, cost, and cost escalation

Also standard are clauses on a projected deliverable schedule, and the cost

of the solution provided by the vendor. Schedules specifying milestones

are favored over those with one drop-dead delivery date. The scope of

most SI projects dictates systematic program development, with

components operable at different stages. Progress reviews and customer

testing can be performed incrementally. If piecemeal payments to vendors

are part of the contract terms, a "schedule of events" must be agreed to.

Most SI contracts contain verbiage addressing cost limitations on change

requests or new requirements. Thresholds are established to provide

vendors with guidelines on budget limitations. Change management
procedures should incorporate this scenario.

• Contract type/form of payment

Obviously contract type, performance duration, and method of payment to

the vendor are standard in SI contracts. Vendor financing services to the

customer are also included in the contract, if applicable.

• Vendor location during development and transition phases

Contracts normally include a section addressing where the vendor will

perform services, and if vendor or customer equipment and software will

be utilized for development and operations.

2. Recommendations

In addition, INPUT recommends that users incorporate the following

issues into SI contracts:

• Vendor's program manager's period of performance

To ensure the continuity of the vendor's approach to the system, users

should demand that the vendor offer a time-period guarantee on how long

the vendor program manager will remain assigned to the contract.

• Independent quality reviews V
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If independent quality reviews are deemed necessary by either party to

resolve differences in perception, which party will contract for and pay the

costs of an independent evaluation?

• Technology refreshment

Often, proceeding from a vendor's proposal to a deliverable solution takes

years. New, more efficient, and often cheaper technology arrives in the

marketplace daily. Users should ensure that SI vendors deliver solutions

using up-to-date technology. Users' best interests are not served by

receiving a system that is already antiquated.

• Software escrow

Unfortunately, many vendors' positions in the information systems

industry are unstable. Users should guard against a vendor's possible

bankruptcy or discontinuance of support by requesting that the original

source code used to develop their systems be deposited with a third party

as "software escrow." Maintenance of a system is critical to buyers of SI

over the long term. Users need assurances from vendors that systems'

functions can be continued under any circumstances.

• Technical data rights

Specification of ownership rights to software developed during an SI

engagement should be included in the contract. Vendors obviously want

technology ownership, to re- sell the expertise to other buyers. Users

mistakenly assume that they automatically obtain software exclusivity

when they fund development. The issue of ownership of modified off-the-

shelf products should also be clarified in the contract document.

• Non-disclosure agreements

Users should require vendors to sign non-disclosure agreements to protect

the proprietary nature of the customer's business.

• Roles of each party

It is essential to the evolution of a working relationship between the

vendor and the customer to spell out the expected roles and

responsibilities of each party. Laying the groundwork in the contract

forces each side to examine the dynamics of the relationship up front and

come to agreement on how it will be executed.
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Vendor SI Program Management

This chapter presents an overall view of vendor approaches to systems

integration program management. Commonalities and differences relating

to program management teams, tools and procedures, risk and change

management are emphasized. Vendors' insight into the components of a

successful SI job, and special strategies geared to improving client support

are discussed. Attention is given to common problems and their resolution

methods that evolve over the course of an SI contract.

The chapter concludes with an assessment of the lessons learned by SI

vendors as reported in this suidy.

A
^

"

^
Program Management Staffing

Vendor personnel assigned to systems integration projects include a

program manager and a supporting staff to carry out the project. The
program manager is responsible for the success of a project. The selection

and development of program managers are critical processes for most SI

vendors.

The vendor program manager must control the program from two

perspectives. As the vendor, he is ultimately responsible for all

deliverables, and the system working to the expectation of the functional

design requirement. At the same time, he must also be a demanding client

of his subcontractors on a small scale. He defines all of the requirements

of a project for each of the subcontractors. While the prime vendor is

responsible, often the reason for a program problem is the

underperformance of a subcontractor or the inability of several companies

to work together, or integrate their products and services. The vendor's

program manager should be prepared to fall back on alternative

subcontractors at any time.
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1. Program Manager Development and Selection

Almost two-thirds of the vendors in this study use both internal and

outside sources to staff their program management positions (see Exhibit

V4).

Development of Vendor Program Managers

Internally Developed

Hired with Program

Manager Experience

Both

0 2 4 6 8 10

Number of Respondents

Although vendors expressed a preference for appointing program
managers who are internally trained over a long period, this practice is

difficult to maintain. The development of program managers is a time-

consuming and expensive process. Most vendors cannot ignore capable

talent developed by competitors. INPUT found that companies that rely

on internal talent are highly structured, with seemingly inexhaustible

resources, or are in specialized SI markets.

Only one company hired experienced program managers exclusively. It

had recently expanded into the SI market, and did not possess qualified in-

house personnel.

As shown in Exhibit V-2, on average it took respondents 6. 1 years to

"grow" potential program managers in house. Training and skills

development range from 2 to 15 years for small programs. Assignment to

large programs is totally dependent on an individual's performance. One
company reports that the process can take up to 25 years. Individuals

hired with previous experience usually spend 1-2 years learning their new
company's culture and processes before receiving an autonomous program
manager assignment.
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EXHIBIT V-2

Vendor Program Manager
Training/Development Period

Method
Average Years of

Training Required

Internally developed

Hired with experience

6.1

1„5

Note: Of the sample, 29% have formal, structured program
manager training programs.

Companies proactively seek talent from many divisions or departments,

because of the unique capability mix required of program managers.

When the right blend of technical, managerial and other skills are found,

individuals are placed in a program management track. Almost one-third

of the sample indicated that their companies have already established

formal program manager training programs.

The components of structured programs usually include specific training

courses, skill assessment procedures, and on-the-job training at

progressive levels of responsibility.

Exhibit V-3 shows who selects program managers at the vendor

companies in this study. There is little uniformity in the responses given,

with one exception. When a structured program manager training track

exists, the program management organization is involved in making the

assignment.

In other instances, executive management or branch/divisional

management makes the selection. No correlation between company size

and executive management involvement is evident among respondents.

Some vendors indicated that executive management-level staff selects

program managers only when large, complex, or highly visible contracts

are won.
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EXHIBIT V-3

Selection of Vendor Program Managers

Executive Management

Branch/Division Management

PM Organization and
Division Manager

Varies

Program Management (PM)

Organization

12 3 4

Number of Respondents

Vendors in this study were asked to rate the importance of several criteria

their companies use to evaluate program managers for SI contracts. Their

average ratings are listed in Exhibit V-4.

The high ratings given to most of the criteria underlie overall requirements

for a wide range of skills in SI program managers. Only one characteristic

received a rating below 3.0. "Time with vendor company" received an

average score of 2.9, reflecting the reality of staffing practices for many of

the vendors.

Companies hire talent when and where they find it. An individual's skills

are more important to becoming a qualified program manager than length

of employment with a company. As noted earlier, most individuals with

previous program management experience usually receive program

management responsibility within one to two years of their start date with

a new company.
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Vendor View of the Importance of

Program Manager Characteristics

Characteristic
Average
Rating*

Understand specific user's environment 4.5

Communication skills 4.5

People skills 4.3

Knowledge of own company's
contracting practices

4.1

Knowledge of client organization's

procedures

4.0

Program financial management
experience

3.9

General ADP/IS knowledge 3.9

Management skills 3.9

Negotiation skills 3.6

Technical skills 3.5

History of applying TQM 3.1

Time with vendor company 2.9

* Based on a 1-5 scale; 5 = extremely important, and
1 = not important at all.

To vendors, the most critical qualification for a program manager is his

understanding of the specific user's environment. This knowledge is

essential to design, development, and implementation of a solution to

solve a business problem for the customer.
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If the vendor's program manager cannot empathize with the customer it

will be difficult to build effective paths of communication between the

two parties. Directly linked to communication skills are people skills.

The vendor's program manager is usually the focal interface to the

customer/buyer organization. If communications and personal interface

relationships are poor, the SI program is doomed to fail. Vendor program
managers are often removed from projects if this chemistry does not

promptly develop with the customer.

In their role as "jack of all trades," vendor program managers should have

a strong knowledge of contracting practices.

Negotiation skills are considered an important aptitude that will be applied

at some point during a contract. Some vendors in the commercial sector

involve program managers in the proposal and bidding phases of a project.

Those that rely on negotiation teams during the pre-award phases note that

their program managers eventually negotiate contract modifications during

the program performance phase.

Although technical skills and a history of applying TQM received some of

the lowest overall importance scores from respondents, this was only as

related to the other characteristics. Respondents considered all

characteristics important to a well-qualified program manager.

2. SI Management Team Selection

A diverse vendor staff is necessary to manage, design, and implement a

systems integration program. Project leaders are assigned to handle

specific project components. The supporting staff members perform the

required services (tasks) to fulfill the contract. For approximately 75% of

the companies interviewed, program managers participate in the selection

of project leaders. At 40% of the companies, program managers have sole

responsibility to select the individuals, as shown in Exhibit V-5.

It is critical for program managers to choose their supporting management,

senior technical staff and other team players carefully. The program

manager is ultimately responsible for the success or failure of a program

based on the team's performance. Vendor program managers make it their

business to be well versed in the strengths and weaknesses of available

talent within their companies.
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EXHIBIT V-5

Selection of Vendor Project Leaders

Program Manager

Program Manager and

Executive Management

Program Manager and
Branch/Functional Manager

Other

Number of Respondents

Program managers are always involved in the selection of program

support staff at 90% of the companies in this study, as shown in Exhibit

V-6.
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EXHIBIT V-6

Selection of Program Support Staffs

Program Manager

Program Manager and Project/

Functional Manager

Program Manager and
Branch/Sales Office

Other

0

8

2 4 6 8

Number of Respondents

10

INPUT asked vendors to identify the circumstances under which executive

management and personnel departments get involved in staffing SI

management teams. As illustrated in Exhibit V-7, almost 65% of the

vendors indicated that executive management's involvement was limited

to large, complex contracts.

Large, complex projects often promise high revenue potential for vendors.

The presence of executive management in these circumstances is believed

to ensure a program's viability, and minimize associated risks.

Executive management rarely gets involved in staffing SI project teams at

the remaining vendor companies interviewed for this study.
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EXHIBIT V-7

Involvement of Executive Management
In Staffing SI Program Teams

Circumstances

Large/Complex Projects

Limited

Always

Select Program Managers

Never

i'
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Evidently, personnel or human resource departments have little or no input

in fulfilling staffing needs on SI contracts. As shown in Exhibit V-8,

personnel functions are limited to recruitment and processing of new hires

or maintaining and supplying employee files. Most program managers are

responsible for screening and selecting current employees to complete

their program teams.
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EXHIBIT V-8
Involvement of Personnel in

Staffing SI Program Teams

Circumstances

0 12 3 4

Number of Respondents

B
^

Risk Containment/Reduction Methods

1, Vendor Strategic Planning Process

Systems integration is a highly competitive business. The first step

successful vendors in this market take is to define a strategic planning

process to provide ongoing guidance and minimize risks in the business

capture process, as shown in Exhibit V-9.

First, vendors assess internal skills and experience levels before

determining desirable markets (industry-specific, cross-industry, or a

combination). Initially, new entrants into the market limit their target

markets to one or two, based on internal availability of resources. As they

develop their reputations and revenues, diversification and expansion into

other market areas are made if they coincide with strategic goals.

The process allows for feedback and for the vendor to critically evaluate

markets and opportunities as mapped against long-range goals.
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Vendor Strategic Planning Process

Assess Skills

HZ
Evaluate Experience

Market Research

Select Target Markets

Develop

Marketing Plan

Develop

Business Plan

Draft

Strategic Plan

Evaluate

Opportunities

I
\

Capture Bidding Alliances/ Assigned

Plan Strategy Suppliers Resources

I
Each
Bid

Vendors employ various risk management methods and procedures to ease

the path of system development on schedule and at agreed costs. In reality

vendors experience difficulty keeping these elements on track. The
functionality of a system is often compromised if the original schedule and

budget are not met.

As Exhibit V-10 illustrates, a formal risk management process is not

followed by vendors for every SI contract. The size and complexity of a

proposed system dictate the complexity of risk management procedures

applied.
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EXHIBIT V-10

Vendor Use of Risk Management Tools

1 001

Number of Respondents Indicating

Frequency of Use

Most
Often Sometimes Never

Budget planning 14 1

Schedule planning 14

Progress reviews 14 1

Financial controls 13 1

Schedule controls 12 2

Sensitize all employees to risks 11 3 1

Technical achievement measures 10 4

Internal quality reviews 9 5 1

Bid/No bid models 8 6 1

Share risks with subcontractors 8 6

Change impact models 6 8 1

Risk management model 5 10 1

Liability insurance 4 7 3

Independent quality reviews 3 8 4

Rapid prototyping 2 10 1

Subcontractor performance bonds 2 9 4
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Basic forms of risk management are practiced in most SI situations.

Budget and schedule planning, control tools, and progress reviews must be

applied to all projects of significant size and complexity.

Bid/no bid models are used most of the time by half of the vendors in this

study. Rapid prototyping, risk management models, change impact

models, and independent quality reviews are more dependent on technical

complexity, specifications and the general circumstances affecting the

contract.

Vendors are growing more astute in management of their subcontractor

relationships. Increasingly, subcontractors are required to share risks with

their primes, or post performance bonds.

However, performance bonds offer little guarantee to a prime contractor,

especially when dealing with very small companies. If a subcontractor

goes bankrupt or does not perform adequately, performance bonds allow

for the replacement of the subcontractor. The prime has no input into the

selection of the replacement vendor. Vendors in this study emphasize

knowing a subcontractor's performance history, and detailing contractual

responsibilities to improve subcontractor management. Program managers

should keep backup contractors in mind.

Depending on the circumstances, vendors may hire another contractor to

perform a quality review on their system. This practice helps demonstrate

the prime contractor's professionaHsm. It contributes to development of

an atmosphere of mutual trust between the prime and his customer.

Liability insurance is traditionally carried by major corporations. Some
smaller vendors take out policies for specific contracts viewed as high

risks.

Most vendors regularly conduct campaigns to educate appropriate

employees to the potential risks associated with each contract. All

employees should be aware of risk management procedures to avoid

miscommunicating vendor intentions to a client.

Vendors now use a variety of automated tools to manage SI programs. In

an INPUT study conducted in 1989, respondents did not indicate a

preferred set of standard tools. However, in this study the majority of

respondents report that their companies customarily use the tools listed in

Exhibit V-1 1. The new data suggests that vendors are approaching SI

management from a more structured and automated focus. Productivity

gains and successful implementation goals are more easily met. A
"waterfall" or a "whatever happens, happens" management approach is no

longer tolerated in this high-risk, competitive market. In the early days of

systems integration, vendors obviously performed SI services without

experience.
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Vendors did/do not use computer-aided systems engineering (CASE) tools

as frequently as was expected. Applying CASE technology is more
project dependent. INPUT also suspects that program managers in this

study have very little experience using CASE in software development

cycles.

Vendor Use of Program Management/
Development Tools

Tool Rank*

Budget tracking 1

Change management and tracking 2

Schedule and event tracking 2

Trouble reporting and tracking 4

Development methods 4

Life cycle methodologies 6

CASE tools 7

*Rank based on frequency of use

For this study, INPUT asked vendors to specify standard components
included in their change management systems. Their responses are

illustrated in Exhibit V-12.

It is not surprising that little deviation is apparent from their responses.

Ch^jXgeJ^s inherent in systems imtegration. It results from misunderstood,

unclear, of dynamic requirements, as well as from problems and new
requirements encountered during systems development and testing.

Lessons learned in contracts prompt SI vendors to process changes

carefully. It is to the advantage of vendors and customers alike to institute

changejnanagement procedures. Mismanaged changes have the

propensity to damage the success of a program for both the vendor and the
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customer. In the past, some vendors have had to sacrifice profits because
small changes eventually had significant impact on the schedule and costs

or were accepted without adequate planning.

EXHIBIT V-12

Change Management Components

Components

Written Requests from Users

Written Cost Sizing from Vendor

Written Schedule

Impact from Vendor

Client Signoffs

Vendor Signoffs

Automated Method for

Development/Implementation

Manual Method for

Development/Implementation

7

'A

16

16

16

16

16

0 5 10 15 20

Number of Respondents

All of the vendors in this study require their customers to submit written ^
change requests. Vendors' responses are written, including the anticipated

impact on existing schedules and additional cost estimates. In addition,

vendors may offer alternatives to the suggested changes, and assess new
possible risks.
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Once changes are agreed on, both parties state in writing that the changes

are understood and will be implemented, and note all schedule and cost

impacts. If applicable, additional system acceptance criteria may also be

defined at this point.

To ensure that a change is introduced and incorporated into the program,

either an automated or a manual tool is used to track it. Vendors in the

federal SI market are long acquainted with using formal change processes

dictated by the federal government.

Essential to risk minimization/containment is the structure of the vendor-

client interface. Approximately 70% of vendors in this study favor a

combination of single point of contact and committee/group as the client

interface structure (see Exhibit V-13). Only one vendor prefers a single

point of contact to represent the customer organization. This finding is

totally the reverse of vendor preferences expressed in a 1989 INPUT
study.

End users, not IS departments, are the ultimate consumers of information

technology. IS departments are losing control and power over information

processing in their organizations, as information processing is extended to

the end-user community. If end users object to a system, it will never be

successful. Most likely it won't be used.

EXHIBIT V-13

Vendor Preferences for Client Interface

1 Person

Both

Committee
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Although more participants add new dimensions and possible

complications to an SI relationship, vendors prefer to interface with as

many members of the customer organization as possible.

Communications on requirements, needs and problems are improved. In

addition, final acceptance of the new system is enhanced if the customer's

program management team includes many levels of the organization.

It is an advantage to vendors to involve the ultimate end users early in the

requirements process, and allow them to observe during the development
and testing phases of a system. It is also helpful if the vendor's personnel

work side by side with customer personnel. Mutual trust and
communications are enhanced through the daily interaction of both parties,

Fewer surprises occur when communications are maximized.

However, vendors pointed out that it is necessary for one individual from
both the vendor and customer teams to ultimately control direction and

have contractual signatory authority.

Vendors in the federal SI sector have little say in recommending interface

structure. The federal process specifies a contracting officer and a project

manager (the contracting officer's technical representative) to manage
each project during the procurement process. These individuals are

reassigned after the contract is awarded. Committee approval is required

during the program design phase.

Vendor-Client Interaction Guidelines

For this study, INPUT asked vendors to rate the importance of several

factors in developing a workable relationship with their customers. Their

average ratings are listed in order of importance in Exhibit V-14.

All of the factors received relatively high ratings. Ten out of thirteen were

rated above 4.0. The relatively close ratings of the factors suggest that all

contribute to a successful vendor-client relationship. It is not surprising

that many factors are important in such a relationship, considering the

size, complexity and number of components in most SI programs.

Based on the average ratings, vendors place more importance on receiving

specific functional specifications from their customers than technical

specifications. Vendors want to be told what type of system they should

design, but don't want to receive instructions on how they should deliver

it. After all, an SI contractor is hired to fill a lack of technical expertise

within an organization.
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EXHIBIT V-14

Vendor Perception of SI Relationship Factors

Vendor On Site During Transition

Obtain Buyer Acceptance Criteria

Vendor Program Manager Knowledgeable

about Client's Business

r

7;

7

Vendor Control of Subcontractors

Specific Functional Client Specifications

Formal Change Management Policies

Client Visibility During Project Life Cycle

User Agreement on Program Manager

Vendor Development of Delivery Criteria

Vendor Control of Project

Continuity of Vendor Staff ^

Single Client Contact y/

Specific Technical Client Specifications

Vendor On Site During Development

A

A

A

4.6

4.6

4.6

4.5

4.5

4.4A

'A

7.

23

4.3

4.1

4.1

A

3.9

3.6

Z
A

7

id

3.5

3.3

J L J

0 1 2 3 4 5

Average Importance Ratings*

*Based on a 1 -5 scale; where 5 = extremely important and 1 = not important at all
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Fundamental to all SI relationships are the communication channels

between the vendor and the client. The extent and levels of

communication will directly impact the day-to-day realities of building a

system, and lay the framework for ultimate program acceptance by the

customer. Often the contract vehicle will define formal communication
types and their frequencies between the two parties. Typical forms of

communication used by vendors are listed below:

• Meetings (formal and informal)

• Progress reviews

• Written reports, problem summaries, status reports

• Newsletters

• E-mail

• Fax machines
• Teleconferences

INPUT hoped to find some associations by meeting type, frequency and

audiences. But respondents stated that communication methods are

dependent on each SI relationship. Formal and informal meetings,

progress reviews, and some form of written reports are standard for each

contract. Meetings may occur daily, weekly, monthly or quarterly. The
audiences for meetings and written forms of communication are dependent

on the subject and may include any of the following: program managers,

steering committees, executive management, end users, or technical staffs.

Vendors utilize technology to communicate internally and with client

companies. Electronic mail (E-mail) and fax machines speed notification

of problems and other issues. Use of teleconferencing makes it easier to

include participants from various locations.

Vendors often find themselves conducting sales promotion campaigns

directed at end users to gain ultimate support for their systems, as shown

in Exhibit V-15.

Some of the approaches aim at encouraging users to view themselves as

part of the system's team. Demonstrations and workshops conducted at

various stages of product development are regularly used by some
vendors. Involving customers through observation, or soliciting their

opinions during any of the development stages, makes customers feel

important, whether or not their suggestions are incorporated.

Actively stressing the quality of a system, from the proposal phase through

development and testing, helps to obtain customer acceptance. The desire

of people to associate themselves with "quality" and "success" is pan of

human nature.
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Vendor Strategies to Promote Client Support

• Demonstrate system/conduct workshops

• Involve client in prototyping

• Obtain client opinions through all phases

• Publicize quality approach

• Involve customer in design reviews

• Conduct customer satisfaction surveys

• Offer technical/management advice

One vendor cited using customer satisfaction surveys as a vehicle to

promote support. It is a good public relations tactic to demonstrate

concern for the customer's satisfaction. Vendors who appear product

—

not profit—oriented will lay the groundwork for final product acceptance,

and may win repeat business from a customer.

'\J Offering free consulting services on technical or management issues

through advisory boards or corporate gurus improves the customer's

perception of a vendor.

Vendors state that they are successful in obtaining satisfied customers

when they maximize client interaction. Vendor teams must identify all

possible players in a client organization. This is not always easily

accomplished, especially in large organizations with multiple layers of

infrastructure. Each SI contract is different.

A unique campaign designed for each client relationship is mandatory.
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P
Common Problems and Resolution Methods

The major problem encountered by vendors in SI contracts deals with

customer requirements, as shown in Exhibit V-16. Vendors complain that

customer requirements are often expressed in vague terms, and that

expectations are frequently unrealistic. These complications are further

exacerbated as requirements change during the performance of the

contract. Vendors are placed in the position of trying to produce a

deliverable solution that is often a "moving target." It is difficult to adhere

to schedule and remain within budget under these conditions. This

problem is only countered by opening up the lines of communication as

early as possible in the SI relationship. Vendors should lay the

groundwork for this eventuality prior to contract award.

EXHIBIT V-16

Typical Problems'

Vague/Unrealistic

Requirements/ Expectations

Requirements Change

Losing Funding

Cost Miscalculations

Customer-Furnished

Equipment Late/Inadequate

Personnel Changes

*15 vendors answered question

J 1 I L

2 4 6 8

Number of Responses

10
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Another problem encountered by vendors, especially in the federal SI

arena, is that programs can lose funding. In the federal government

proposed spending must be approved on a yearly basis. As the federal

deficit and budget problems continue, program manager could find

themselves without appropriations during the course of a contract.

In the commercial arena, a program could lose management support or

could be determined not to meet the business needs and be canceled.

When vendors underestimate the cost of producing a deliverable due to

their own miscalculations, they usually cannot pass on additional costs to

their customers. Vendors try to build into their contracts safeguards

against absorbing costs associated with requirements changes.

In SI contracts, it is common for the customer to furnish equipment, or to

expect the new system to operate in an existing hardware environment.

The customer or vendor may underestimate the capacity requirements of

the new system and the hardware can be inadequate. Also, if the customer

purchased new equipment, delays in availability and shipping schedules

will influence whether or not the SI contractor can perform to schedule.

Another common problem encountered during the Ufe cycle of a contract

is the issue of vendor and customer personnel changes. SI contracts are

often long-term engagements. Personnel turnover due to job changes,

retirement, promotion, or leaving the company is a problem that both

vendors and customers face. Vendors attempt to curtail the continuity

problem by rotating personnel on a scheduled basis. More staff members
get experience on a contract. Some vendor personnel, such as program

managers, are asked to contractually commit to a specified period of time.

Vendors expressed more fear of customer personnel turnover than shifts

within their own staffs. Significant personnel turnover in the customer

interface team often translates into new expectations and requirements of

the vendor. Contracts may be terminated or rescoped at this point,

depending on the severity of the changes. Although a loss of personnel

within a vendor's staff is considered grievous, the overall contract

performance can be regulated.

Other problems receiving singular mention by respondents are listed

below:

• Subcontractor non-performance
• Lack of change management procedures

• Federal procurement process

• Poor vendor program manager
• End users not identified until end
• Customer control
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Vendors should manage their subcontractors through strict contracts to

ensure performance. Roles, responsibilities and rewards/penalties of the

prime and the subcontractors should be clearly defined.

A lack of change management procedures caused one vendor to lose

profits on jobs where "requirements creep" continued to escalate.

In the federal sector, SI contracts are frequently valued in the

multimillion-dollar range. The lengthy procurement process itself, and the

inevitable protest actions associated with contracts of this magnitude,

often cause a program's requirements to be outdated before work is begun.

The chemistry between the vendor's program manager and the customer

interface team could be lacking, making it difficult to work together. The
vendor program manager may also perform ineffectively in a number of

capacities. In either case, the individual is usually replaced.

One surprise no vendor wants to experience is discovering who end users

are near the end of a contract. Even if a customer's buying organization

feels that the system meets functional requirements, if end users do not

accept the solution, the vendor is usually in trouble.

Another vendor mentioned that when a customer attempts to

micromanage, conflict is sure to develop.

Attempts at resolving the above problems are not solved in revolutionary

ways, according to vendors. The communications cornerstone of the

relationship between the vendor and client often determines the resolution

of a problem. It is to the vendor's advantage to work out a solution to the

situation. Vendors want to bring their projects in on budget and schedule.

It is vital to vendors to have satisfied customers.

It is not always clear to a customer that refusal to work out problems with

the vendor can result in a no-win situation for all parties. In firm fixed-

price situations, vendors prefer to renegotiate contract terms addressing

requirements changes, and schedule and cost impacts. If the customer is

unwilling to do so, the vendor is placed in the position of absorbing the

additional costs, or producing a product that will not meet customer

expectations. Both parties should be sensible and open to making the

relationship work. The process must be included in the contract for

protection of both parties.

A completely canceled SI program is rare. Vendors were asked to

specifically comment on any problems that have caused SI contracts to be

canceled, or significantly delayed. Most vendor respondents did not have

first-hand knowledge of this type of situation. Of those that had, the

situations are listed below:
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• No agreement on requirements in a multi-user environment
• Requirements changed totally

• Requirements were totally misunderstood
• Customer sponsoring organization changed
• User never wanted solution

If users cannot agree on requirements, a vendor cannot produce a solution.

If requirements change totally over time, or are completely misunderstood

by the vendor, work on a contract is usually halted. A new user

sponsoring organization may decide there is no need for the proposed

system.

In one case in the federal government. Congress forced an agency to use a

system on a trial basis. The agency never intended to adopt the system

nationwide. A relationship or system is doomed from the start, if end-user

support of a system is not evident.

E
^

•

Lessons Learned from Successful SI Projects

The lessons vendors have learned from their previous SI relationships

offer practical advice for SI program managers:

• Identify all customer levels early

• Communicate to all customer levels

• Agree on requirements

• Use formal management tools and processes

• Avoid fixed-price contracts

^ Improve subcontractor management

From the vendors' view, a key element in developing a successful SI

relationship with a customer is to identify all levels of the customer

organization involved in the project. Vendors should know "who their

customers are within the client organization" to fully develop a system

satisfying varying needs. Early identification of all users is necessary to

strategize and channel communication to appropriate levels within the

organization.

Mutual trust is built between the two parties through repeated exchanges

of information. Vendors expressed a desire to be included in discussions

of their customers' systems problems and business directions. Non-

expressed customer agendas and needs become apparent to vendors

through frequent interaction. Vendors who achieve a business-partner-like

status with their customers will improve the likelihood of successful

contracts and build solid reputations.
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The atmosphere of mutual trust is also enhanced when communications
between the two parties are not restricted to single point of contact for

each side. Vendor marketing campaigns to promote a system's acceptance

should be aimed at all user levels. In today's SI relationship, the

usefulness of a single point of contact in both the vendor and customer

organizations is limited to contractual issues and signatory authority.

Communication must be managed, not stifled; the same story should be

presented to the vendor organization that is communicated to the

customer.

An open communications framework allows for the visibility and

opportunity to resolve cost, schedule and technical performance issues.

The systems integration process naturally includes change associated with

development problems and variances in requirements. The lines of

communication should be open at all times to address the demands of

change.

Communication between the vendor and the customer is central to

clarifying requirements and coming to agreement on realistic expectations

of the finished systems solution.

For commercial clients, the vendor usually takes on the task of attempting

to clarify customer requirements and acceptance criteria. It is to his

advantage to straighten out any misunderstanding of the requirements. A
dissatisfied customer may default on the contract.

Conversely, federal contracts tend to have more explicit definitions of

functional and technical specifications, leaving Httle room for the vendor

to offer alternative solutions.

Many buyers and federal contracting officers feel safer with fixed-price

contracts. This type of contract is not favored by vendors. Systems

integration is a "service" deliverable, not a commodity item. The

difficulty in obtaining clear requirements and final acceptance criteria

from the customer makes fixed-price payment a poor risk for vendors.

Small changes to a system often add up, and can significantly impact a

vendor's profitability and the project schedule. In the past, vendors often

sacrificed profits to keep their customers happy. Now however, some are

refusing to perform SI services under fixed-price conditions. It is a no-

win situation for the vendor and, ultimately, for the customer.

Another reason vendors avoid fixed-price contracts is that on long-term

projects it is difficult to estimate and bid labor costs years in advance. /

Cost-escalation clauses attempt to alleviate this problem. i/
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Most vendors advocate the use of formal management tools and

procedures to develop and control systems integration projects. The
complexity and the number of vendor and customer personnel involved in

engagements drive the need for this practice. Following formal risk

management and control procedures minimizes surprises for the vendor

and ultimately for the customer.

The importance of subcontractor management is a critical aspect in most
SI contracts. The Statement Of Work (S.O.W.) and the final contract

document should clearly delineate the subcontractors' roles,

responsibilities and expected measures of achievement. Most prime

contractors also expect their subcontractors to share in the risks associated

with a system.

How and when communication occurs between vendors and their SI

customers has a direct impact on producing a successful contract for both

parties. Other issues also play roles in creating an environment geared

toward success. Flexible contracts, the use of formal management tools

and processes, and the prime contractor's strict control over subcontractors

are equally important.
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J
Conclusions and Recommendations

This chapter focuses on the conclusions drawn from the management
processes employed by SI vendors and customers of SI services.

Recommendations are offered to vendors and customers to improve

relationships in a changing technology environment and economy.

A
Conclusions

The following conclusions are based on the experiences of respondents in

this study:

• Program management needs drive the processes employed by vendors

and customers.

• Program management needs and processes increase with experience.

• Customers and vendors are forging more business-partner-like

relationships.

• Customers and vendors share similar views of success factors.

• For some vendors, presence in the SI market is a result of migrating

from their traditional line of business.

The scope of each SI engagement determines the extent of program

management tools and procedures adopted by the vendor and the

customer. Vendor approaches are normally more complex. The vendor

assumes more risk, especially if payment does not occur until the project

is complete. Vendors are responsible for development of the system and

utilize program development tools and methodologies to streamline the

process. Well-documented, repeatable processes provide essential J

discipline that will improve overall program success. Repeatable

processes also reduce risk. Vendors feel that their repenoire is increased

with each SI contract completed. In addition to enhancing technical skills,

"what to do" and "what not to do" lessons are transmitted within the

organization.
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Users too, enact similar processes to manage the vendor relationship.

However, at this time, formal training of program managers and the

development of written program management procedures are not as

prevalent in customer organizations. For many users, SI services are

solicited infrequendy. Companies anticipating negotiating future SI

contracts appear to be making plans to improve training of their program

managers or management team. They are also implementing more
stringent program management techniques.

Vendors and customers agree that relationships that position the parties as

opponents do not foster the development of a satisfactory solution. In the

past, SI scenarios cast contractors and customers in rigid roles. Each side

tried to protect its interests by not deviating from contract terms. Now,
open communication is advocated by both parties.

Users and vendors are adopting postures which at first glance seem

contradictory. Newer contracts include additional safeguards and specific

requirements and expectations. But both parties agree that communicating

on these issues in written and verbal forms fosters an open relationship,

building mutual trust.

Vendors and customer organizations share mutual goals of bringing in a

system on time, within budget, that satisfies the customer. The only

critical difference in the goals of the two groups is that vendors need to

make a profit.

Many of the vendors in the systems integration market entered it to stem

losses occurring from their traditional lines of business. Users' demands
for new products developed according to OS I guidelines, and connectivity

of existing disparate—and often proprietary—systems have been hurting

professional services firms and hardware and software vendors. To
remain in business, let alone make a profit, most IS vendors have

expanded from their traditional lines of business. Vendors have adopted

service marketing and selling strategies, instead of emphasizing tangible

products. This new approach has caused many vendors to totally

reorganize their corporate structures and support organizations.

B

1. Vendor Recommendations

INPUT offers the advice below to vendors in the systems integration

marketplace:

• Continue to formally develop program management processes and tools.

Recominendations
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• Use program management processes as marketing tools.

• Persevere in obtaining detailed specifications and expectations from
customers.

• Educate potential customers on expected relationship dynamics prior to

contract award.

• Demand to interface with parties that will be impacted by the SI

solution.

• Avoid fixed-price contracts.

• Push for incremental delivery, acceptance and payment terms from the

customer.

For existing SI vendors, continued development and improvement of SI

program management processes is a must. Just as systems integration is

evolutionary, so are the processes that support it. New entrants into the

market must establish their own processes in order to become competitive.

Hiring program management talent from competitors assists in solving this

problem, and rapidly builds SI skill qualifications.

Program management tools and procedures should be touted in the sales

cycle to a buying organization. Many vendors already employ this tactic.

Because SI is a service, descriptions and demonstrations of how the

service will be managed has proved particularly effective in winning

contracts. The practice demonstrates the professional approach the

contractor will apply to developing a solution.

The first rule governing any SI contract is to make sure that all customer

requirements and expectations are communicated, documented^and

understood by the vendor. This is not an easily accomplished task, nor is
"

it ever totally finished until the customer is satisfied. Vendors must guard

against requirements creep due to varying circumstances: new personnel

in the customer organizanon, new business lines, unexpected needs,

problems in development, etc. Management of requirements and

expectations can only effectively be accomplished through open

communication paths with all levels of the customer organization.

Prior to contract award it is important to stress to buyers the expected

vendor and customer roles in the relationship. The stage should be set

early, to avoid possible misunderstandings.

In order to deliver a satisfactory solution that will actually'be used by the

customer organization, vendors prefer to consult end users directly. One''

cannot assume that the customer interface organization always represents

the best interests of end users.
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Fixed-price contracts prevent vendors from delivering a solution that the

customer may find unsatisfactory. Changes are invariably made during

system development. Adherence to a rigid price ceiling does not allow the

vendor and the customer to respond to revised requirements over the

course of the contract.

Vendors no longer find it economically expedient to sacrifice profits to

make a customer happy. Vendors should market acceptable contract terms

to potential customers by explaining the pitfalls of fixed-price contracts.

Incentive-based contracts stimulate vendor services.

Vendors ought to negotiate incremental acceptance and payment terms

from their SI customers. System problems are managed more easily if a

modular approach is used to provide deliverables. Incremental payments

based on milestone delivery dates for components are preferable to

vendors. SI development costs are often high, especially for long-term

contracts. The vendor assumes more risk when paid at the successful

completion of a contract. When the customer does not accept the vendor's

solution, the vendor shoulders all costs.

2. Customer Recommendations

INPUT recommends the following to customers of SI vendor services:

• Evaluate the vendor's program management personnel, processes and

procedures.

• Involve end users in defining requirements.

• Thoroughly evaluate vendors' SI reputations and current credentials

prior to contract award.

• Structure incentive-based contracts.

• Foster open communication with the vendor as early as possible.

• View the relationship as a business partnership. l

• Establish and evolve SI program management processes.

• Prepare for change during the contract.

Evaluate and compare potential vendors thoroughly. Vendors should be

asked to submit a detailed program management proposal that includes a

strategic MIS plan and a functional assessment. Also examine the

methodologies, processes and procedures that will be used by the vendor

organization during the course of the contract. Rely on the vendor's

reputation and check references from previous engagements before

selecting a vendor.
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SI customers should avoid the mistake of excluding end users from
assisting in the requirements definition phase. A system is doomed to fail

if this group's requirements and input are not incorporated into the

specifications given to the SI contractor. End users should also be

involved in testing the developed system. By involving end users in the

various stages of an SI contract, final acceptance and ultimate use of the

system is guaranteed.

Buyers need to thoroughly investigate potential vendors before signing a

contract. How a contractor performs can have positive or negative effects

on a customer's business. The vendor's reputation and experience in

previous SI contracts are usually reliable indicators of future performance.

Check references! The company's financial condition is a consideration if

long-term support is anticipated.

Offer incentive-based contracts to vendors. SI users have found that

vendors will deliver the solution quicker if additional incentives are built

into the contract.

Try to develop an atmosphere of open comm.unication with the vendor.

Involve all customer personnel impacted by the proposed system. If

possible, begin honest discussions prior to contract award. Discussion of

daily business operations with the vendor will help vendor personnel tailor

a system to the user's environment.

An atmosphere of open communication is conducive to the development

of mutual trust between the two parties. Once this point is reached, the

potential exists to build a business-partner-like relationship between the

two parties.

Before making the decision to contract with an SI vendor, the customer

organization needs to critically evaluate and establish program

management processes. Risks to the customer are reduced when buyers

monitor vendor processes. Customers should be ready to modify and

initiate additional procedures as situations evolve.

Enter SI contracts with the anticipation that change is inherent in the

systems integration process. SI produces a custom service deliverable.

Problems associated with development and new business requirements /

may induce changes to the system originally envisioned. A flexible ^
customer will be a satisfied customer.
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J
Definition of Terms

A
Introduction

input's Definition ofTerms provides the framework for all of INPUT'S
market analyses and forecasts of the information services industry. It is

used for all U.S. programs. The structure defined in Exhibit A-1 is also

used in Europe and for the worldwide forecast.

One of the strengths of INPUT'S market analysis services is the consis-

tency of the underlying market sizing and forecast data. Each year INPUT
reviews its industry structure and makes changes if they are required.

When changes are made they are carefully documented and the new
definitions and forecasts reconciled to the prior definitions and forecasts.

INPUT clients have the benefit of being able to track market forecast data

from year to year against a proven and consistent foundation of defini-

tions.

For 1992 INPUT has added one delivery mode and defined three new
submodes to its Information Services Industry Structure:

• Equipment Services has been added as the ninth delivery mode. INPUT
has forecasted the equipment maintenance, support and related services

market through its Customer Services Programs for a number or years.

Starting in 1992, the equipment services portion of the customer services

market will be included in the total information services industry as

defined by INPUT. Other portions of this market (such as software

support) are already included.

• Two new submodes have been defined in the Systems Operations deliv-

ery mode - desktop services and network management. They are defined

on pages 5 and 6.

• A fourth submode has been defined within the Professional Services

delivery mode

—

applications management. This change reflects a shift

in the way some software development and maintenance services are

purchased. A complete definition is provided on page 6.
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A series of definitions for computer equipment have also been added.

Changes from the 1991 E^fPUT Definition ofTerms are indicated

with a i^.

B

Overall Definitions and Analytical Framework

1. Information Services

Information Services are computer/telecommunications-related products

and services that are oriented toward the development or use of informa-

tion systems. Information services typically involve one or more of the

following:

• Use of vendor-provided computer processing services to develop or run

applications or provide services such as disaster recovery or data entry

(called Processing Services)

• A combination of computer equipment, packaged software and associ-

ated support services which will meet an application systems need

(called Turnkey Systems)

• Packaged software products, including systems software or applications

software products (called Software Products)

• People services that support users in developing and operating their own
information systems (called Professional Services)

• The combination of products (software and equipment) and services

where the vendor assumes total responsibility for the development of a

custom integrated solution to an information systems need (called

Systems Integration)

• Services that provide operation and management of all or a significant

part of a user's information systems functions under a long-term contract

(called Systems Operations)

• Services that support the delivery of information in electronic form

—

typically network-oriented services such as value-added networks,

electronic mail and document interchange (called Network Applications)

• Services that support the access and use of public and proprietary infor-

mation such as on-line data bases and news services (called Electronic

Information Services)

• Services that support the operation of computer and 6^^,itd) coiomun^'ra-

\ion equipment {csdlcd Equipment Services)
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In general, the market for information services does not involve providing

equipment to users. The exception is where the equipment is part of an

overall service offering such as a turnkey system, a systems operations

contract, or a systems integration project.

The information services market also excludes pure data transport services

(i.e., data or voice communications circuits). However, where information

transport is associated with a network-based service (e.g., electronic data

interchange services), or cannot be feasibly separated from other bundled

services (e.g., some systems operations contracts), the transport costs are

included as part of the services market.

The analytical framework of the information services industry consists of

the following interacting factors: overall and industry-specific business

environment (trends, events and issues); technology environment; user

information system requirements; size and structure of information ser-

vices markets; vendors and their products, services and revenues; distribu-

tion channels; and competitive issues.

2. Market Forecasts/User Expenditures

All information services market forecasts are estimates of User Expendi-

tures for information services. When questions arise about the proper

place to count these expenditures, INPUT addresses them from the user's

viewpoint: expenditures are categorized according to what users perceive

they are buying.

By focusing on user expenditures, INPUT avoids two problems which are

related to the distribution channels for various categories of services:

• Double counting, which can occur by estimating total vendor revenues

when there is significant reselling within the industry (e.g., software

sales to turnkey vendors for repackaging and resale to end users)

• Missed counting, which can occur when sales to end users go through

indirect channels such as mail order retailers

Captive Information Services User Expenditures are expenditures for

products and services provided by a vendor that is part of the same parent

corporation as the user. These expenditures are not included in INPUT
forecasts.

Non-captive Information Services User Expenditures are expenditures that

go to vendors that have a different parent corporation than the user. It is

these expenditures which constitute the information services market

analyzed by INPUT and that are included in INPUT forecasts.
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3. Delivery Modes

Delivery Modes are defined as specific products and services that satisfy a

given user need. While Market Sectors specify who the buyer is, Delivery

Modes specify what the user is buying.

Of the nine delivery modes defined by INPUT, six are considered

primary products or services:

• Processing Services

• Network Services

• Professional Services

• Applications Software Products
• Systems Software Products

• Equipment Services

The remaining three delivery modes represent combinations of these

products and services, combined with equipment, management and/or

other services:

• Turnkey Systems

• Systems Operations

• Systems Integration

Section C describes the delivery modes and their structure in more detail.

4. Market Sectors

Market Sectors or markets are groupings or categories of the buyers of

information services. There are three types of user markets:

• Vertical Industry markets, such as Banking, Transportation, Utilities,

etc. These are called "industry-specific" markets.

• Functional Application markets, such as Human Resources,

Accounting, etc. These are called "cross-industry" markets.

• Other markets, which are neither industry- nor application-specific, such

as the market for systems software products and much of the on-line

data base market.

Specific market sectors used by INPUT are defined in Section E, below.

5. Trading Communities

Information technology is playing a major role in re-engineering, not just

companies but the value chain or Trading Communities in which these

companies operate. This re-engineering is resulting in electronic com-
merce emerging where interorganizational electronic systems facilitate the

business processes of the trading community.
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• A trading community is the group or organizations—commercial and
non-commercial—involved in producing a good or services.

• Electronic commerce and trading communities are addressed in

input's EDI and Electronic Commerce Program.

6. Outsourcing

Over the past few years a major change has occurred in the way clients are

buying some information services. The shift has been labeled

outsourcing.

INPUT views outsourcing as a change in the form of the client/vendor

relationship. Under an outsourcing relationship, all or a major portion of

the information systems function is contracted to a vendor in a long-term

relationship. The vendor is responsible for the performance of the

function.

INPUT considers the following submodes to be outsourcing-type relation-

ships and in aggregate to represent the outsourcing market. See Exhibit

A-1. Complete definitions are provided in Section C of this document.

INPUT provides these forecasts as part of the corresponding delivery

modes.

EXHIBIT A-1

Outsourcing Components
INPUTS View

Outsourcing

I

Systems Operations

Platforms

Operations

Network

Management

Professsional Services |

J

r
Applications Management

)

Applications

Operations
Desktop

Services
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• Platform Systems Operations - The vendor is responsible for managing
and operating the client's computer systems.

• Applications System Operations - The vendor is responsible for develop-

ing and/or maintaining a client's applications as well as operating the

computer systems.

i^Network Management - The vendor assumes full responsibility for

operating and managing the client's data communications systems. This

may also include the voice communications of the client.

•ixApplications ManagementIMaintenance - The professional services

vendor has full responsibility for developing and/or maintaining some or

all of the applications systems that a client uses to support business

operations. The services are provided on a long-term contractual basis.

Desktop Services - The vendor assumes responsibility for the deploy-

ment, maintenance, and connectivity between the personal computers

and/or intelligent workstations in the client organization. The services

may also include performing the help-desk function. The services are

provided on a long-term contractual basis.

Delivery Modes and Submodes

Exhibit A-2 provides the overall structure of the information services

industry as defined and used by INPUT. This section of Definition of
Terms provides definitions for each of the delivery modes and their sub-

modes or components.

Ic Software Products

INPUT divides the software products market into two delivery modes:

systems software and applications software.

The two delivery modes have many similarities. Both involve purchases

of software packages for in-house computer systems. Included are both

lease and purchase expenditures, as well as expenditures for work per-

formed by the vendor to implement or maintain the package at the user's

sites. Vendor-provided training or support in operation and use of the

; package, if part of the software pricing, is also included here.

Expenditures for work performed by organizations other than the package

vendor are counted in the professional services delivery mode. Fees for

work related to education, consulting, and/or custom modification of

software products are also counted as professional services, provided such

fees are charged separately from the price of the software product itself.
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EXHIBIT A-2
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a. Systems Software Products

Systems software products enable the computer/communications system

to perform basic machine-oriented or user interface functions. INPUT
divides systems software products into three submodes. See Exhibit A-3.

EXHIBIT A-3

Systems Software Products
Market Structure

Systems
Software

• Access Control
• Communications Monitors
• Micro-Mainframe Links

« Network Control
• Operating Systems
• Security Systems
• System Library Control

• Windowing Systems
• Other

Data Center
Management

• Capacity Management
• Computer Operations

Scheduling
• Data Center Management
• Disk Management
• Downtime/Repair
Monitoring Management

• Job Accounting
• Performance Monitors
• Tape Management
• Utilities

• Other

Applications

Development Tools

Program Development
and Production Tools

• Applications Generators
• Assemblers
• Automatic Documentation
• Configuration Management
• Debugging Aids
• Languages

(All Generations)
• Systems Development
Control

• Retrieval Systems
• Translators
• 4GL
• l-CASE
•Other

Data Base
Management Systems

Data Base Management
Systems
Data Dictionaries

Other
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• Systems Control Products - Software programs that manage computer
system resources and control the execution of programs. These products

include operating systems, emulators, network control, library control,

windowing, access control, and spoolers.

• Operations Management Tools - Software programs used by operations

personnel to manage the computer system and/or network resources and

personnel more effectively. Included are performance measurement, job

accounting, computer operation scheduling, disk management utilities,

and capacity management.

• Applications Development Tools - Software programs used to prepare

applications for execution by assisting in designing, programming,

testing, and related functions. Included are traditional programming
languages, 4GLs, data dictionaries, data base management systems,

report writers, project control systems, CASE systems and other devel-

opment productivity aids.

INPUT also forecasts the systems software products delivery mode by

platform level: mainframe, minicomputer and workstation/PC.

b. AppHcations Software Products

Applications software products enable a user or group of users to support

an operational or administrative process within an organization. Examples

include accounts payable, order entry, project management and office

systems. INPUT categorizes applications software products into two

groups of market sectors. (See Exhibit A-4.)

• Industry Applications Software Products - Software products that per-

form functions related to fulfilling business or organizational needs

unique to a specific industry (vertical) market and sold to that market

only. Examples include demand deposit accounting, MRPII, medical

record keeping, automobile dealer parts inventory, etc.

• Cross-Industry Applications Software Products - Software products that

perform a specific function that is applicable to a wide range of industry

sectors. Examples include payroll and human resource systems, ac-

counting systems, word processing and graphics systems, spreadsheets,

etc.

INPUT also forecasts the applications software products delivery mode by

platform level: mainframe, minicomputer and workstation/PC.
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EXHIBIT A-4

Application Products and Turnkey Systems

Applications Turnkey

Software Products Systems

Office

Systems

» Integrated

Office Systems

• Word Processing

• Desktop

Publishing

• Image Systems

• Electronic

Publishing

Account!

• General Ledger

• Accounts Payable

• Accounts

Receivable

• Billing/Invoicing

• Costing

• Fixed Assets

• International

Accounting

• Purchasing

• Taxation

Human
Resources

Human
Resources

Management

Payroll

Benefits

Engineering &
Scientific

Executive

Infomnation Systems

Financial Modeling

and Planning

Spreadsheets

Project Management

Computer-Aided

Design and

Engineering

Structural Analysis

Statistics/

Mathematics/

Operations Research

Mapping

Education &
Training

Computer-Based

Training

Authoring

Languages

Sales and

Marketing

Marketing

Management

Sales Analysis

Discrete

Manufacturing

Process

Manufacturing

Transportation

Services

Utilities

Telecommuni-

cations

Retail

Distribution

Wholesale

Distribution

Banking and

Finance

Insurance

Health Services

Education

Business and

Technical

Services

Federal

Government

State and Local

Government

Miscellaneous

Industries
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2. Turnkey Systems

A turnkey system is an integration of equipment (CPU, peripherals, etc.),

systems software, and packaged applications software into a single prod-

uct developed to meet a specific set of user requirements. Value added by
the turnkey system vendor is primarily in the software and professional

services provided. BVPUT categorizes turnkey systems into two groups of

market sectors as it does for applications software products. (See Exhibit

A-4.)

Most CAD/CAM systems and many small business systems are turnkey

systems. Turnkey systems utilize standard computers and do not include

specialized hardware such as word processors, cash registers, process

control systems, or embedded computer systems for military applications.

Computer manufacturers (e.g., IBM or DEC) that combine software with

their own general-purpose hardware are not classified by INPUT as

turnkey vendors. Their software revenues are included in the appropriate

software category.

Most turnkey systems are sold through channels known as value-added

resellers.

• Value-Added Reseller (VAR): A VAR adds value to computer hardware

and/or software and then resells it to an end user. The major value

added is usually applications software for a vertical or cross-industry

market, but also includes many of the other components of a turnkey

systems solution, such as professional services, software support, and

applications upgrades.

Turnkey systems have three components:

• Equipment - computer hardware supplied as part of the turnkey system

• Software products - prepackaged systems and applications software

products

• Professional services - services to install or customize the system or train

the user, provided as part of the turnkey system sale

Exhibit A-5 contrasts turnkey systems with systems integration. Turnkey

systems are based on available software products that a vendor may
modify to a modest degree.
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The Customization Spectrum

Systems
Integration

Custom
Turnkey

Turnkey

Degree of Customization

100% 50% 25% 0%

3. Processing Services

This delivery mode includes three submodes: transaction processing,

utility processing, and "other" processing services. See Exhibit A-6.

Processing Services Market Structure

Processing Services ^

— Transaction Processing

— Uitlity Processing

— Other Processing Services

• Transaction Processing - Client uses vendor-provided information

systems—including hardware, software and/or data networks—at the

vendor site or customer site to process specific applications and update

client data bases. The application software is typically provided by the

vendor.

• Utility Processing - Vendor provides basic software tools (language

compilers, assemblers, DBMSs, graphics packages, mathematical mod-

els, scientific library routines, etc.), enabling clients to develop and/or

operate their own programs or process data on the vendor's system.

• Other Processing Services - Vendor provides service—usually at the

vendor site—such as scanning and other data entry services, laser print-

ing, computer output microfilm (COM), CD preparation and other data

output services, backup and disaster recovery, etc.
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4. Systems Operations

Systems operations as a delivery mode was introduced in the 1990 Market
Analysis and Systems Operations programs. Previously called Facilities

Management, this delivery mode was created by taking the Systems
Operations submode out of both Processing Services and Professional

Services. For 1992 the submodes have been defined as follows.

Systems operations involves the operation and management of all or a

significant part of the client's information systems functions under a long-

term contract. These services can be provided in either of two distinct

submodes where the difference is whether the support of applications, as

well as data center operations, is included.

• Platform systems operations - The vendor manages and operates the

computer systems, to perform the client's business functions, without

taking responsibility for the client's apphcation systems.

• Applications systems operations - The vendor manages and operates the

computer systems to perform the client's business functions, and is also

responsible for maintaining, or developing and maintaining, the client's

application systems.

^Network Management - The vendor assumes responsibility for operating

and managing the client's data communications systems. This may also

include the voice communications of the client. A network management
outsourcing contract may include only the management services or the

full costs of the communications services and equipment plus the man-

agement services.

Desktop Services - The vendor assumes responsibility for the deploy-

ment, maintenance, and connectivity among the personal computers

and/or workstations in the client organization. The services may also

include performing the help-desk function. Equipment as well as ser-

vices can be part of a desktop services outsourcing contract.

Note: This type of client service can also be provided through tradi-

tional professional services where the contractual criteria of outsourcing

are not present.

Systems operations vendors now provide a wide variety of services in

support of existing information systems. The vendor can plan, control,

provide, operate, maintain and manage any or all components of the

client's information systems environment (equipment, networks, applica-

tions systems), either at the client's site or the vendor's site.
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Note: In the federal government market, systems operation services are

also defined by equipment ownership with the terms "COCO" (Contrac-

tor-Owned, Contractor-Operated), and "GOCO" (Government-Owned,
Contractor-Operated).

5. Systems Integration (SI)

Systems integration is a vendor service that provides a complete solution

to an information system, networking or automation development require-

ment through the custom selection and implementation of a variety of

information system products and services. A systems integrator is respon-

sible for the overall management of a systems integration contract and is

the single point of contact and responsibility to the buyer for the delivery

of the specified system function, on schedule and at the contracted price.

(Refer to Exhibit A-7.)

The components of a systems integration project are the following:

• Equipment - information processing and communications equipment
required to build the systems solution. This component may include

custom as well as off-the-shelf equipment to meet the unique needs of

the project. The systems integration equipment category excludes

turnkey systems by definition.

• Software products - prepackaged applications and systems software

products.

• Professional services - the value-added component that adapts the

equipment and develops, assembles, or modifies the software and hard-

ware to meet the system's requirements. It includes all of the profes-

sional services activities required to develop, implement, and if included

in the contract, operate an information system, including consulting,

program/project management, design and integration, software develop-

ment, education and training, documentation, and systems operations

and maintenance.

• Other services - most systems integration contracts include other ser-

vices and product expenditures that are not classified elsewhere. This

category includes miscellaneous items such as engineering services,

automation equipment, computer supplies, business support services and

supplies, and other items required for a smooth development effort.
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Products/Services in

Systems Integration Projects

Equipment

• Information systems

• Communications

Software Products

• Systems software

• Applications software

Professional Services

• Consultina

- Feasibilitv and trade-off studies

-Selection of eouiompnt nptwnrk and c;nftwarp

• Proaram/oroiect manaaement

• Desian/intearation%^ Vi4 tint IK ^af I 1 i

- Systems design

- Installation of equipment, network, and software

- Demonstration and testina

• Software devplonmpnt

- Modification of software packages

- Modification of existing software

- Custom development of software

• Education/training and documentation

• Systems operations/maintenance

Othier l\/1iscellaneous Products/Services

• Site preparation

• Data processing supplies

• Processing/network sen/ices

• Data/voice communication services
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6. Professional Services

This category includes four submodes: consulting, education and training,

software development, and applications management. Exhibit A-8 pro-

vides additional detail.

• Consulting: Services include management consulting (related to infor-

mation systems), information systems re-engineering, information

systems consulting, feasibility analysis and cost-effectiveness studies,

and project management assistance. Services may be related to any

aspect of the information system, including equipment, software, net-

works and systems operations.

• Education and Training: Services that provide training and education or

the development of training materials related to information systems and

services for the information systems professional and the user, including

computer-aided instruction, computer-based education, and vendor

instruction of user personnel in operations, design, programming, and

documentation. Education and training provided by school systems are

not included. General education and training products are included as a

cross-industry market sector.

• Software Development: Services include user requirements definition,

systems design, contract programming, documentation, and implementa-

tion of software performed on a custom basis. Conversion and mainte-

nance services are also included.

Applications Management: The vendor has full responsibility for main-

taining and upgrading some or all of the application systems that a client

uses to support business operations and may develop and implement

new application systems for the client.

An applications management contract differs from traditional software

development in the form of the client/vendor relationship. Under tradi-

tional software development services the relationship is project based.

Under applications management it is time and function based.

These services may be provided in combination or separately from

platform systems operations.
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EXHIBIT A-8

I

Applications

Management*'

- Applications

Maintenance

Application

Development

Application

Support

Professional Services Market Structure

Professional Services

I

Software

Development/
Maintenance

Consulting*

- User Requirements -

Definition

Systems Design

System Conversion

Data Base
Design

Programming

- Testing

- System Modification

- Documentation/
Technical Writing

- Network
Development

Other

Education &
Training*

Installation

Planning

Network Planning

and Design

Information

Systems Audit

IS Planning

IS Security/Audit

System Evaluation

IS Personnel

Planning

- Systems Analysis

IS Policies and
Procedures
Development

Project Management

Other

Computer
Operations

Training

IS Management
Training

Analyst/

Programmer
Training

Systems Use
Training

Video

Instruction

Other

'Related to computer systems, topics, or issues

**Vendor assumes full responsibility on contracted longer term basis
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7. Network Services

Network services are a variety of telecommunications-based functions and

operations. Network service includes two submodes, as shown in

Exhibit A-9.

Network Services Market Structure

Network Services

Network Electronic

Applications Information

Services Services

— Value-Added — On-Line Data Bases

Networks (VANS)
- Packet Switching __ On-Line News (text)

- Store and Forward Services

— Electronic Data — Other

Interchange (EDI)

— Electronic Information

Interchange

- Electronic Mail

- Bulletin Boards

a. Electronic Information Services

Electronic information services are data bases that provide specific infor-

mation via terminal- or computer-based inquiry, including items such as

stock prices, legal precedents, economic indicators, periodical literature,

medical diagnosis, airline schedules, automobile valuations, etc. The

terminals used may be computers themselves, such as communications

servers or personal computers.
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Users inquire into and extract information from the data bases. They may
load extracted data into their own computer systems; the vendor does not

provide data processing or manipulation capability as part of the electronic

information service and users cannot update the vendor's data bases.

However, the vendor may offer other services (network applications or

processing services) that do offer processing or manipulation capability.

The two kinds of electronic information services are:

• On-line Data Bases - Structured, primarily numerical data on economic
and demographic trends, financial instruments, companies, products,

materials, etc.

• Unstructured, primarily textual information on people, companies,

events, etc. These are often news services.

While electronic information services have traditionally been delivered via

networks, there is a growing trend toward the use of CD ROM optical

disks to support or supplant on-line services, and these optical disk-based

systems are included in the definition of this delivery mode.

b. Network Applications

Value-Added Network Services (VAN Services) - VAN services are en-

hanced transport services which involve adding such functions as auto-

matic error detection and correction, protocol conversion, and store-and-

forward message switching to the provision of basic network circuits.

While VAN services were originally provided only by specialized VAN
carriers (Tymnet, Telenet, etc.), today these services are also offered by

traditional common carriers (AT&T, Sprint, etc.). Meanwhile, the VAN
carriers have also branched into the traditional common carriers' markets

and are offering unenhanced basic network circuits as well.

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) - Application-to-application electronic

exchange of business data between trade partners or facilitators using a

telecommunications network.

Electronic Information Interchange- The transmission of messages across

an electronic network managed by a services vendor, including electronic

mail, voice mail, voice messaging, and access to Telex, TWX, and other

messaging services. This also includes bulletin board services.
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8. Equipment Services

lirThe equipment services delivery mode includes two submodes. Both
deal with the support and maintenance of computer equipment.

Equipment Maintenance - Services provided to repair, diagnose prob-

lems and provide preventive maintenance both on-site and off-site for

computer equipment. The costs of parts, media and other supplies are

excluded. These services are typically provided on a contract basis.

/I. i:^Environmental Services - Composed of equipment and data center

related special services such as cabling, air conditioning and power
supply, equipment relocation and similar services.

D
Computer Equipment

T^-These definitions have been included to provide the basis for market

segmentation in the software products markets.

itComputer Equipment - Includes all computer and telecommunications

equipment that can be separately acquired with or without installation by

the vendor and not acquired as part of an integrated system. Unless

otherwise noted in an INPUT forecast, computer equipment is only

included where it is part of the purchase of services or software products

(e.g., tumkey systems and systems integration).

-itPeripherals - Includes all input, output, communications, and storage

devices (other than main memory) that can be channel connected to a

processor, and generally cannot be included in other categories such as

terminals.

itInput Devices - Includes keyboards, numeric pads, card readers, light

pens and track balls, tape readers, position and motion sensors, and

analog-to-digital converters.

itOutput Devices - Includes printers, CRTs, projection television screens,

micrographics processors, digital graphics, and plotters

itCommunication Devices - Includes modem, encryption equipment,

special interfaces, and error control

itStorage Devices - Includes magnetic tape (reel, cartridge, and cassette),

floppy and hard disks, solid state (integrated circuits), and bubble and

optical memories
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^Computer Systems - Includes all processors from personal computers to

supercomputers. Computer systems may require type- or model-unique
operating software to be functional, but this category excludes applica-

tions software and peripheral devices and processors or CPUs not pro-

vided as part of an integrated (tumkey) system.

impersonal computers - Smaller computers using 8-, 16-, or 32-bit com-
puter technology. Generally designed to sit on a desktop and are por-

table for individual use. Price generally less than $5,000.

Workstations - High-performance, desktop, single-user computers often

employing Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC). Workstations

provide integrated, high-speed, local network-based services such as

data base access, file storage and back-up, remote communications, and

peripheral support. These products usually cost from $5,000 to $15,000.

Minicomputer or midsize computers - Minicomputers are generally

priced from $15,000 to $350,000. Many of the emerging client/server

computers are in this category.

ikMainframe or large computers - Traditional mainframe and supercom-

puters costing more than $350,000.

Sector Definitions

1. Industry Sector Deflnitions

INPUT structures the information services market into industry sectors

such as process manufacturing, insurance, transportation, etc. The defini-

tions of these sectors are based on the 1987 revision of the Standard

Industrial Classification (SIC) code system. The specific industries (and

their SIC codes) included under these industry sectors are detailed in

Exhibit A- 10.

INPUT includes all dehvery modes except systems software products and

equipment services in industry market sectors. See Exhibit A-9 and

section E-3 (Delivery Mode Reporting by Sector).

Note: SIC code 88 is Personal Households. INPUT does not currendy

analyze or forecast information services in this market sector.
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EXHIBIT A-10

Industry Sector Definitions

Industry Sector blu

Code
Description

Discrete Manufacturing 23xx Apparel and other finished products

25xx Furniture and fixtures

27xx Printing, publishing and allied industries

31xx Leather and leather products

34xx Fabricated metal products, except machinery

and transportation equipment

35xx Industrial and commercial machinery and

computer equipment

36xx Electronic and other electrical equipment and

components, except computer equipment

37xx Transportation equipment

38xx Instruments; photo/med/optical goods;

watches/clocks

39xx Miscellaneous manufacturing industry ^

—— ——-

—

—
Process Manufacturing 10xx Metal mining

12xx Coal mining

13xx Oil and gas extraction

14xx Mining/quarrying nonmetalic minerals

20xx Food and kindred products

21xx Tobacco products

22xx Textile mill products

24xx Lumber and wood products, except furniture

26xx Paper and allied products

28xx Chemicals and allied products

29xx Petroleum refining and related industries

30xx Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products

32xx Stone, clay, glass and concrete products

33xx Primary metal industries

1 1 ciIlb|JUr IdllUil OclVIUco *+Uaa ndllfUclU llailopuil

41 XX Public transit/transport

42xx Motor freight transport/warehousing

43xx U.S. Postal Service

44xx Water transportation

45xx Air transportation (including airline

reservation services in 4512)

46xx Pipelines, except natural gas

47xx Transportation services (including 472x,

arrangement of passenger transportation)
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EXHIBIT A-10(CONT.)

Industry Sector Definitions

Industry Sector
SIC

Code
Description

Telecommunications 48xx Communications

Utilities 49xx Electric, gas and sanitary services

Retail Distribution 52xx

53xx

54xx

55xx

56xx

57xx

58xx

59xx

Building materials

General merchandise stores

Food stores

Automotive dealers, gas stations

Apparel and accessory stores

Home furniture, furnishings and accessory

stores

Eating and drinking places

Miscellaneous retail

Wholesale Distribution 50xx

51xx

Wholesale trade - durable goods

Wholesale trade - nondurable goods

Banking and Finance 60xx

61xx

62xx

67xx

Depositary institutions

Nondepositary institutions

Security and commodity brokers, dealers,

exchanges and services

Holding and other investment offices

Insurance 63xx

64xx

Insurance carriers

Insurance agents, brokers and services

Health Services 80xx Health services

Education 82xx Educational services
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EXHIBIT A-10 (CONT.)

Industry Sector Definitions

Industry Sector
SIC

Code
Description

Business Services 65xx

70xx

72xx

73xx

7389X
75xx

76xx

7oxx

79xx

81 XX

83xx

84xx

86xx

87xx

89xx

Real estate

Hotels, rooming houses, camps, and other

lodging places

Personal services

Business services (except hotel reservation

services in 7389)

Hotel reservation services

Automotive repair, services and parking

Miscellaneous repair services

Motion pictures

Amusement and recreation services

Legal services . .

Social services

Museums, art galleries, and

botanical/zoological gardens

Membership organizations

Engineering, accounting, research, management,
and related services

Miscellaneous services

Federal Government 9xxx

State and Local

Government
9xxx

Miscellaneous Industries Olxx

02xx

07xx

08xx

09xx

15xx

16xx

17xx

Agricultural production - crops

Agricultural production - livestock/animals

Agricultural services

Forestry

Fishing, hunting and trapping

Building construction - general contractors,

operative builders

Heavy construction - contractors

Construction - special trade contractors
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2. Cross-Industry Sector Definitions

INPUT has identified seven cross-industry market sectors. These sectors

or markets involve multi-industry applications such as human resource

systems, accounting systems, etc.

• In order to be included in an industry sector, the service or product

delivered must be specific to that sector only. If a service or product is

used in more than one industry sector, it is counted as cross-industry.

• INPUT only includes the tumkey systems, appUcations software prod-

ucts, and transaction processing services in the cross-industry sectors.

The seven cross-industry markets are:

Accounting - consists of applications software products and information

services that serve such functions as:

- General ledger

- Financial management
- Accounts payable

~ Accounts receivable

- Billing/invoicing

- Fixed assets

- International accounting

- Purchasing

- Taxation

- Financial consolidation

• Excluded are accounting products and services directed to a specific

industry, such as tax processing services for CPAs and accountants

within the business services industry sector.

Human Resources - consists of application solutions purchased by mul-

tiple industry sectors to serve the functions of human resources manage-

ment and payroll. Examples of specific applications within these two

major functions are:

- Employee relations

- Benefits administration

- Government compliance
- Manpower planning

- Compensation administration

- Applicant tracking

- Position control

- Payroll processing
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Education and Training - consists of education and training for informa-

tion systems professionals and users of information systems delivered as a

software product, turnkey system or through processing services. The
market for computer-based training tools for the training of any employee
on any subject is also included.

Ojfice Systems consists of the following:

- Integrated office systems (lOS)

- Word processing

- Desktop publishing

- Electronic publishing

- Image systems

• lOSs—such as IBM's OfficeVision, HP's NewWave Office and DEC's
All-In-1—typically include the following core functions, all of which

are accessed from the same desktop: electronic mail, decision support

systems, time management and filing systems.

• Office systems graphics include presentation graphics (which represent

the bulk of office systems graphics), paint and line art, page description

languages, and electronic form programs.

• The fundamental difference between electronic publishing and desktop

publishing (within the office systems sector) is that electronic publishing

encompasses a method of document management and control from a

single point—regardless of how many authors/locations work on a

document—whereas desktop publishing is a personal productivity tool

and is generally a lower end product residing on a personal computer.

• Electronic or computer publishing systems that are sold strictly and

specifically to commercial publishers, printers, and typesetters are

excluded from cross-industry consideration and are included in the

discrete manufacturing industry.

Engineering and Scientific encompasses the following applications:

- Computer-aided design and engineering (CAD and CAE)
- Structural analysis

- Statistics/mathematics/operations research

- Mapping/GIS

• Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) or CAD that is integrated with

CAM is excluded from the cross-industry sector as it is specific to the

manufacturing industries. CAD or CAE that is dedicated to integrated

circuit design is also excluded because it is specific to the semiconductor

industry.
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Planning and Analysis consists of software products and information

services in four application areas:

- Executive Information Systems (EIS)

- Financial modeling or planning systems
- Spreadsheets

- Project management

Sales and Marketing encompasses marketing management and sales

analysis application solutions.

• Sales and marketing includes:

- Sales analysis

- Marketing management
- Demographic market planning models

3. Delivery Mode Reporting by Sector

This section describes how the delivery mode forecasts relate to the

market sector forecasts. Exhibit A- 11 summarizes the relationships.

• Processing services = The transaction processing services submode is

forecasted for each industry and cross-industry market sector. The
utility and other processing services submodes are forecasted in total

market in the general market sector.

• Turnkey systems - Turnkey systems is forecasted for the 15 industry

and 7 cross-industry sectors. Each component of turnkey systems is

forecasted in each sector.

• Applications software products - The applications software products

delivery mode is forecasted for the 15 industry and 7 cross-industry

sectors. In addition, each forecast is broken down by platform level:

mainframe, minicomputer and workstation/PC.

• Systems operations - Each of the systems operations submodes is

forecasted for each of the 15 industry sectors.

• Systems integration - Systems integration and each of the components of

systems integration are forecasted for each of the 15 industry sectors.

• Professional services - Professional services and each of the submodes
is forecasted for each of the 15 industry sectors.
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EXHIBIT A-11

Delivery Mode versus Market Sector
Forecast Content

Delivery Mode Submode

Market Sectors

Industry

Sectors

Cross-Industry

Sectors General

Services

1 1 di lodouui 1

Utility

Other

X X
X
X

Turnkey Systems X X

Applications

Software Products

X X

oysierns vjperaiions riaiTOrm

Applications

X
X

Systems Integration X

Professional Services X

Network Services Network Applications

Electronic Information

Services

X
X X

Systems Software

Products

X

Equipment Services X

• Network services - The network applications submode of network

services forecasted for each of the 15 industry sectors.

Industry and cross-industry electronic information services are forecast

in relevant market sectors. The remainder of electronic information

services is forecasted in total for the general market sector.

• Systems software products - Systems software products and its

submodes are forecasted in total for the general market sector. Each

submode forecast is broken down by platform level: mainframe, mini-

computer and workstation/PC.
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• Equipment services - Equipment services and its submcxies are

forecasted in total in the general market sectors.

F

Vendor Revenue and User Expenditure Conversion

The size of the information services market may be viewed from two

perspectives: vendor (producer) revenues and user expenditures. INPUT
defines and forecasts the information services market in terms of user

expenditures. User expenditures reflect the markup in producer sales

when a product such as software is delivered through indirect distribution

channels (such as original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), retailers and

distributors). The focus on user expenditure also eliminates the double

counting of revenues that would occur if sales were tabulated for both

producer (e.g., Lotus) and distributor (e.g., ComputerLand).

For most delivery modes, vendor revenues and user expenditures are fairly

close. However, there are some areas of significant difference. Many
microcomputer software products, for example, are marketed through

distribution channels. To capture the valued added through these distribu-

tion channels, adjustment factors are used to convert estimated informa-

tion services vendor revenues to user expenditures.

For some delivery modes, including software products, systems integra-

tion and turnkey systems, there is a significant volume of intra-industry

sales. For example, systems integrators purchase software and subcontract

the services of other professional services vendors. Turnkey vendors

incorporate purchased software into the systems they sell to users.

To account for such intra-industry transactions, INPUT uses conversion

ratios to derive the estimate of end-user expenditures.

Exhibit A- 12 summarizes the net effect of the various ratios used by

INPUT to convert vendor revenues to user expenditure (market size)

figures for each delivery mode.
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Vendor Revenue to

User Expenditure Conversion

Delivery Mode
Vendor Revenue

Multiplier

Applications Software Products 1 .18

bysiems oonware rroaucts K 1 U

oysiems kjperaiions

Qx/ctomc Intonratinnoyolcilio II dliui 1

Professional Services 0.99

Network Services 0.99

Processing Services 0.99

Turnkey Systems 0.95

Equipment Services 0.99
,
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Questionnaires

The following definitions were used for the purposes of this study:

INPUT defines systems integration in the commercial and government
sectors as a vendor service providing a complete solution to an

information system, networking or automation requirement through the

custom selection and implementation of a variety of information system

products and services.

A systems integrator is responsible for the overall management of a

systems integration contract and is the single point of contact and

responsibility to the buyer for the delivery of the specified system

function, on schedule and at the contracted price.

Systems integration projects must involve some application processing

component. In addition, the majority of cost must be associated with the

following information systems products and/or services:

• Equipment—Information processing and communications equipment

required to build the systems solution. Includes custom, off-the-shelf

and turnkey systems.

• Software products—Prepackaged applications and systems software

products.

• Professional services—Includes all of the professional services required

to develop and, if included in the contract, operate an information

system, including consulting, program/project management, design and

integration, software development, education and training,

documentation, and systems operations and maintenance.

• Other services—Includes miscellaneous items such as engineering

services, automation equipment, computer suppUes, business support

services, and supplies and other items required for a smooth

development effort.
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INPUT defines the term user as the client or customer of vendor products

or services. It should not be confused with the term end user, which may
or may not also apply to users.

The term program manager applies to the person ultimately in charge of

an SI contract. For the duration of an SI contract, both vendor and

customer organizations appoint respective program managers who often

also function as the interface points between the two organizations.

I

Vendor Questionnaire

1. Does your company have a formal systems integration program management system or

procedure? {Check one)

Yes
No (GotoQS)

2. Does the SI program management system/process include ? {Read each item, check all that

apply)

Program management tools & methodologies

A procedure book
Risk assessment/containment procedures

Change control procedures
.

Training & development of program managers ^

What else......? {Specify below)
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3. Please rate the importance of each of the following criteria/characteristics in selecting your
program managers. Use a 1-5 scale, where 5=extremely important, and l=not important at all

{Read each item, circle one number per item)

Circle One

1 2 3 4 5
KnowleHp^e of voiir orpaniyation'^ pnniraptinp' nrartippQ 1 2 3 4 5
Understand snecifir nspr\ environment 1 2 3 4 5
General ADP/IS knowledge 1 2 3 4 5
Time with your company 1 2 3 4 5
Program financial management experience 1 2 3 4 5
Negotiation skills 1 2 3 4 5
People skills 1 2 3 4 5
Communication skills 1 2 3 4 5
Technical skills 1 2 3 4 5
Broad management skills 1 2 3 4 5
History of applying TQM 1 2 3 4 5
Other (SpeciA) 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

4. Specifically, how does your company hire, train or develop its SI program managers?

5a. Who within your company selects the following personnel to work on SI project teams?

Indicate title/organization

Program managers
Project leaders

Supporting staff

5b. Please explain under what circumstances, if any, executive management and your company's
personnel department get involved in staffing SI project teams.

Executive management:

Personnel:
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6. Of the following risk management tools or procedures, would you say your company mostly

uses, sometimes uses, or never uses them in SI projects? {Read each item, circle one response)

Most Often Sometimes Never
(Circle One)

Bid/no bid models 1 2 3

Rapid prototyping 1 2 3

Risk management models 1 2 3

Change impact models 1 2 3

Budget planning 1 2 3

Schedule planning 1 2 3

Schedule controls 1 2 3

Financial controls 1 2 3

Technical achievement measures 1 2 3

Progress reviews 1 2 3

Internal quality reviews 1 2 3

Independent quality reviews 1 2 3

Subcontractor performance bonds 1 2 3

Liability insurance 1 2 3

Share risks with subcontractors 1 2 3

Sensitize all employee levels to risks 1 2 3

Other (Specify): 1 2 3

7. Now, indicate how frequently the following program management or development tools are

used by your company during an SI project. (Use the samefrequency categories as in Q6
above.)

Most Often Sometimes Never
(Circle One)

Life cycle methodologies 1 2 3

Development methods 1 2 3

Schedule & event tracking 1 2 3

Budget tracking 1 2 3

Change management & tracking 1 2 3

Trouble reporting & tracking 12 3

CASE tools 1 2 3

OthQT (Specify): 1 2 3
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8. Which of the following are generally used by your company in SI projects to manage change?
(Read each item, check all that apply)

Written requests from users

Written cost sizing from vendor
Written schedule impact from vendor
Vendor signoffs

Client signoffs

Automated method for development
& incorporation into system
Manual method for development
& incorporation into system
Other (Specify):

[

Other (Specify):

None

Describe a few typical problems that develop in systems integration projects. Please explain

how they were resolved with the userA^uyer.

Problem 1—Description

Problem 1—Resolution

Problem 2—Description

Problem 2—Resolution
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Problem 3—Description

Problem 3—Resolution

10. Following a bid decision, or after a contract has been signed, has there ever been a problem so

large or difficult to resolve that the project was eventually canceled, or significantly delayed?

Please explain.

1 L In dealing with the client on SI projects, what is your company's preference for a particular type

of client interface? {Check one)
-J

Check Specify Why
One

Single point/person

Committee/joint

No preference

Other {Specify):
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12. In your opinion, what are the measures of success for systems integration projects for both the

vendor and the client?

Vendor Client

13. How important do you think each of the following factors are in building a workable vendor-

client SI relationship? {Use a 1-5 scale, where 5=extremely important, and l=not important at

all)

Factor Circle One

Vendor program manager knowledgeable about

client's business

Buyer/user agreement on vendor program manager
Single client contact

Obtain buyer acceptance criteria

Formal change management policies

Vendor control and interface with subcontractors

Vendor on client's site during development

Vendor on client's site during transition

Vendor involvement in dehvery criteria

Continuity of vendor staff

Vendor control of project

Client visibility during project Hfe cycle

Specific functional client specifications

Specific technical client specifications

Other (Specify):

Comments:

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

14. What unique methods does your company use to obtain client support for a project (during any

phase)?

Stage Indicate Client

Support Method
(if solicited)

Requirements
RFP/S.O.W.
Vendor selection/negotiation

Project design

Project development
Integration and testing

Client training

Installation & maintenance .
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15. Describe the forms of communication your company has found to be effective regarding the

management of SI projects. Indicate the type of communication,frequency , and who's involved.

Communications Type Frequency Attendees/Audience

16. What are some of the major lessons leamed by your company from bidding and managing SI

projects?

17. Aside from the typical arrangements included in systems integration contracts, has your com-
pany made any unusual or special contractual arrangement to win SI contracts? Please explain.

Additional Comments:

Thankyoufor your assistance

You will receive an executive overview summarizing the results of this study.
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II

Customer/Buyer/User Questionnaire

L What type of service was the systems integrator hired to perform? {Describe the project)

2a. For this SI project, has your organization selected a program manager or a project team to

interface with the vendor? {Check all that apply)

Designated one program manager
Selected a project team

2b. Why was this management approach selected? Please explain.

3a. Which department was the major interface to the integrator during the proposal and selection

process? {Check one)

Buyer/user organization

Purchasing/procurement -

Information systems management
Oi\\Qi {Specify):

3b. Is the designated interface remaining the same for the duration of the systems integration

^ro]Qcil {Check one)

Yes {GotoQ4)
No

3c. What department is the designated interface for the duration of the project? {Check one)l

Buyer/user organization

Purchasing/procurement

Information systems management
Other {Specify):

4. Does your organization have a program management system or procedure to complement the

vendor's program management approach? {Check one)

Yes
No {GotoQd)
Don't know {Go to Q6)
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5. Briefly describe the components of your organization's SI management procedure. Does it

include ? (Read each item, check all that apply)

Program management tools & methodologies

A procedure book
Risk assessment/containment procedures

Change control procedures

Training and development of program managers
Anything else (Specify below)

6. Of the following risk management tools or procedures, would you say your organization mostly

uses, sometimes uses, or never uses them in SI projects? (Read each item, circle one response)

Most Often Sometimes Never
(Circle One)

Risk management models 1 2 3

Change impact models 1 2 3

Budget, planning 1 2 3

Schedule planning 1 2 3

Schedule controls L 2 3

Financial controls 1 2 . 3

Technical achievement measures 1 2 3

Progress reviews 1 2 3

Internal quality reviews 1 2 3

Independent quality reviews 3 1 2 3

Contractor performance bonds 1 2 3
Modular contracts 1 2 3

Sensitize all employee levels to risks 1 2 3

Other (Specify): 1 2 3

7a. Would your organization use the same SI management process to perform an in-house SI

project? (Check one)
^

Yes (Go toQ8)
No
Don't know (Go to Q8)

7b. What differences exist between how your organization approaches a contractor-performed

integration project versus using in-house personnel?
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8. How important are each of the following characteristics to making the vendor SI program
manager well qualified? Use a 1-5 scale, where 5=extremely important, and l=not important at

all {Read each item, circle one number per item)

Circle One

Knowledge of your organization's procedures 1 2 3 4 5
Knowledge of his company's contracting practices 1 2 3 4 5

Understand specific user's environment 1 2 3 4 5

General ADP/IS knowledge 1 2 3 4 5

Time with his company 1 2 3 4 5

Program financial management experience 1 2 3 4 5

Negotiation skills 1 2 3 4 5

People skills 1 2 3 4 5
Communication skills 1 2 3 4 5
Technical skills 1 2 3 4 5

Broad management skills 1 2 3 4 5
History of applying TQM 1 2 3 4 5

Other (Specify): 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

9a. Are the qualifications of your organization's SI program managers or interface team the same or

different than those you expect from a vendor? (Check one)

Same (GotoQlO)
Different

Don't know/Not applicable (Go to QIO)

9b. Please explain the differences.

10. Specifically, how does your organization hire, train or develop its SI program managers?

11. In your opinion, is your organization satisfied with the vendor's approach to program manage-
ment? (Use a 1-5 scale, where 5=extremely satisfied, and l=not satisfied at alt)

Circle one 1 2 3 4 5
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12. Who would you say controls the current vendor SI project? {Check one)

The vendor project team
Your company's program manager/project team
A combination of the above

Comments:

13. How does your organization manage the vendor interface? Does it include (Check all that

apply)

Recommending, monitoring & controlling changes
Budget control

Contract administration

Problem ID/tracking

Definition of acceptance criteria

Plans to integrate into the existing system
Education of the buyer/user

V/hsit elsQ......l (Specify below)

14. Describe the forms of communication your organization has found to be most effective regard-

ing the management of SI projects. Indicate the type of communication, frequency, and who's
involved.

Communications Type Frequency Attendees/Audience
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15. Describe some problems that developed in the systems integration project. Please explain how
they were resolved with the vendor.

Problem 1—Description

Problem 1—Resolution

Problem 2—Description

Problem 2—Resolution

16. In your opinion, what are the measures of success for systems integration projects for both the

vendor and the customer?

Vendor Customer
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17. How important do you think each of the following factors are in building a workable vendor-
customer SI relationship? (Use a 1-5 scale, where 5=extremely important, and l=not important
at all)

Factor Circle One

Vendor program manager knowledgeable about
customer's business 1 2 3 4 5

rsuyer/user agreement on venaor program manager 1 z
7
J

A c
J

Customer development of acceptance criteria 1 2 3 4 5

Formal change management policies 1 2 3 4 5

Vendor on customer site during development 1 2 3 4 5

Vendor on customer site during transition 1 2 3 4 5

Vendor involvement in developing delivery criteria 1 2 3 4 5

Continuity of vendor's staff 1 2 3 4 5

Vendor control of project 1 2 3 4 5

Customer visibility during project life cycle 1 2 3 4 5

Specific functional customer-developed specifications 1 2 3 4 5

Specific technical customer-developed specifications 1 2 3 4 5

Other (Specify): 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

18o What are some of the major lessons your organization has learned from hiring a systems

integrator?

Additional Comments:

Thank youfor your assistance

You will receive an executive overview summarizing the results of this study.
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